
Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least S years out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!
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Sewer Shark far the Sega CD blasts you into

a radical new world of gameplay with devas-

tating digital video of live actors, explosive

CD sound and the hyper-charged power of a

simulation-shooter. Interact one-on-one

with ace lunnel-jockey Ghost and the devi-

ous, fat-faced Stenchler. Your mission's

clear: transport supplies to human out-

posts deep in the sewers.. .and fry any-

thing that gets in your way. React with

lightning-fast speed to flight instruc-

tions transmitted by your computer-

ized droid. Navigate, fire and streak

deeper into toxic tunnels. Miss a

^k turn and you're history. But make it

all the way.. .and you're in Solar

City, majin' out to beaches, babes

and awesome rays! Sewer Shark

for the Sega CD.

It's a whole new game.
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POWER CLUTCH SG."

The Super Sonic Control System for

Turbo Power Propulsion.
OFFICIAL

• AD/l/STABLE TURBO CONTROL for each button means

maximum power atyour fingertips!

• SLOW MOTION CONTROL buys you time to get out ofthose tight spots! ^
• COMPACT SIZE puts performance power in your hands!

Any questions? 415/570-7005.
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SEGA FANS IT'S TIME TO..

IPC!
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Sega" fans...get ready for the hottest

sports games this side of the major leagues.

Feel the heat of Roger 'The Rocket" Clemens

.vith realistic over-the-shoulder fielding and inter-

active close-up plays. Get ready to rumble as George

Foreman and show the world the power of a Big George

Super Punch ! Take it to the hoop with 27 NBA5
All-Stars

in the most intense one-on-one b-ball action! Tackle Super \

High Impact" for all the bone-crunching football excitement!

of the arcade smash!

When you're tired of watching from the sidelines...

it's time to Play with the Pros!

KMESIS ARENA:
FLYING $104
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Overheard at Sega

^Vear's
OK, so you don't smoke or mistreat small animals,

but you do play a lot of video games (naturally),

and you want to improve your scores. So... here's a

New Year's challenge from us to you. See how
close you can get to achieving (or beating, thafs OK
too) the goals we've set for the following games.

Send us a photograph of your screen for each

game, with the score clearly displayed. If you are

the first one to send us winning photographs of all

five games, we'll send you a special prize.

Title Score
Revenge of Shinobi 1,000,000

Streets of Rage 999,990

ToeJam and Earl 999

Sonic The Hedgehog 2 900 rings

Sol Feace (Sega CD) 700,000

Morning
iKefaT season haft§|bftS<90atch of quality

toons for us who like to rise and shine earfy Satur-

day mornings. In recent years the Saturday line-up

has been sputtering with only a

_ few bright spots - Beetle-

juice, The New Mighty

Mouse, Tiny Toons.

Even old reruns of Super

Chkken and Scooby

Doo were more enter-

taining. But the new sea-

son has given us a reason to

wake up before our parents.

Cowboys, X-men, Goof Troop and Batman are

all quality toons that bring new hope to the kids'

prime time. We are hoping that this wave of good

animation and catchy humor will keep up.

Trading Card*
What's new in the world of sports card collecting?

Definitely not sports. To combat the over-abun-

dance of sports cards, bubble-gum cards have

returned to miscellaneous subjects. You can get

famous world dictator cards or famous felons or

major natural disasters. Catchy pictures and out-of-

the-ordinary subjects have helped make these a

success. Not to mention the educational value. The

latest in non-sports cards are cheer-leader cards

and dino cards that give you the run down on all

the dino info. Elvis cards that cover every aspect of

The King's life. Hey, I'll trade you my Tyrannosaurs

Rex for your Benito Mussolini.

Car TV
Stuck in traffic anclyour favorite show is about to

come on? Just flip on the AutoVision. Well, maybe.

A former developer of military technology is work-

ing on a display system that could allow you to

drive and watch TV at the same time. Currently at

the safety test stage, Auto Vision could be out in

three years. Using the same HUD (heads up dis-

play) technology now commonplace on jet fighters,

Auto vision projects the image several feet beyond

the surface of the windshield, so the driver can

watch TV and the road at the same time. Sounds

kinda far fetched, but at one time car

radios were

illegal and

now we can't

do without

them. (Hey all

you would-be

car potatoes out

there, it is cur-

rently illegal to

watch TV while

you drive, so don't do it OK?)

Boot*
"Your mother wears combat boots!" has a new

meaning these days. It could mean that she is fash-

ionably correct The bigger, the heavier, and the

uglier the better. Boots and work shoes are all the

rage in the nineties. From the punk underground to

mainstream trend steel toe, big sole shoes are

becoming as popular as the big name sneaker

companies, with British based Doc Martens lead-

ing the way. So, instead of laughs, sporting your

dad's old army boots may get you thumbs up.

The San lose Sharks and SEGA of America have

teamed up to make sure that the youth of the area

have all the equipment they need. Hockey equip-

ment, that is. SEGA has donated 1 00 pucks to eight

different northern California hockey clubs. Unlike

the east coast and Canada, hockey is fairly new to

California, but with growing interest in the game,

SEGA is making sure the local teams have more to

play with than just a bunch of sticks.
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Fantasia Kid Chameleon

GreenDog

DesenSirike Madden Football 93 Bulls vs. Lakers

Sears has decided to quarantine

an area for Sega addicts.

Finally a place thats designed to have all the Sega Genesis games route looking for

in stock Its called FunTronics, die ^|^2j^& new game department at Sears.

Where you'll find everything you just can't seem to get enough of

FwT&Mier
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How Is the Menacer any different from other video shooting games?

There are four different ways you can play with the Menacer. Hold it in your hand for a sure shot, add the

stabilizer to shoot commando style, add binoculars for dual vision, or use all three for full tilt action.

MM
How does it work?

Aim at the screen, and fire. The infrared receiver reads the laser beam from your fire and

feeds the message into your Genesis1" machine. You see the damaging effects immediately. And with

Accu-SightT the on-screen crosshairs can be turned on or off, so your accuracy is unbelievable.

living r< without
They're all shooting type games?

No, actually. Six different kinds of games are included, and there's real variety. WhackBall is more of

a skill game. It's very challenging. Most people can't even get past the third level. And Arena™ will

be bringing out T2™ The Arcade Game™ soon. If you're the aggressive, competitive type, it's your game.

What's your favorite game?

Ready, Aim, Tomatoes!" is pretty sick. You blast bad guys with tomatoes to protect ToeJam and Earl™ You can

even power up and machine gun tomatoes at them. The game speeds up as you go, so it gets to be super challenging. But

that's what makes it fun. All the games are fun in that way. It's really a terrific way to take out your frustrations.*



SKATE Willi

GREATS.
Nobody can hold a stick to

these guys:

Messier, Coffey Kurri, Linden,

Savard, and the 544 other

guys who playhockey at

he highest level. The
deadliest marksmen,
the enforcers, the

brightest stars of the

pro game.
They're all captured in

NHLPA"93.The official

ILJwW^i game of the National Hockey
~

.... F » ' League Player's Association:

The all-new version of the most
action-packed hockeygame ever.

Last year, NHL' Hockey was the
^"•^1 ' top-selling Genesis' sports title.This

year, the same game designers deliver even more explosive game play.

Check out all the players. The complete, accurate team rosters from the 1992 season.
Plus 1993's new Ottawa and Tampa Bay expansion rosters.

NHLPA 93 is the finest the sport has to offer. With more newpro moves than you
•>, can shake a stick at.

Faster, tougher to beat goalies who leave the crease to clear loose pucks,
or lunge and dive to smoother shots. Individualized moves, like

glass-breaking slap shots, nimble stick action, and brutal body
checks. Each player skating his own unique game.

Hotnew defensive techniques

Sy and an improved computer
opponent raise the

electricity in <£5fe>^
powerplay /* ^



Standing I

between you
and the trophy

are scorers like Larmer
Goalies like Beltour. Intimidators like

ProbertandGaetz.
Each 0/ the 550 pros

rated on 14 characteristics

basedon 1992 playing stats.

Some of the

pros are better

delensemen,
others scoring

machines, others

are specialists

at killing off

opponents'power plays.

If these guys don't stop you
in your tracks, the refs will.

Calling you lor tripping, hooking!

cross-checking, offsides,

high sticking, or icing. The more severe the penalty, the longer you're in the sin bin.

There are even injuries that can knock you out for the game.

now
makes diving,

lunging, and kick

saves. So gel the

puckouttahete.

Talk about a game with impact.

Personalized moves include Doug
Wilsons cannon-like slap shot

EA SPORTS'Ron Ban
is all over the ice

likeaZamboni'

Score with the names olthe game.
NHLPA 93 is the only

place you'll lind all 550 pros.

For the first time ever, batteryback-up lets you make the greatestsaves outside ofyour goalie.

Save lines you create. Even player state for the entire post-season tournament.

The coverage ofEA"SPORTS lets nothing slide. Spectacular camera angles. Sportscaster

Ron Barr. The exclusive crowd Noise-O-Meter."Highlights torn A
other playoff games. Instant replay Commentary.

Stick with the pros: NHLPA '93 and EA SPORTS. Skate

over to your local Electronic Arts dealer or orderbyphone
phone anytime: (800) 245-4525.

And get the greatest hockey game by
1 a long shot.

o\
sports. »™'™

«aa?5B»fc, [

pR°
l

feafc Now available

on Super WES™



Vo Sega!

</-) Edward Asuncion

jZ- Carteret, NJ
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How does someone become a game designer?

W.R,, Oakland, CA

It won't be long before community colleges start

offering courses in video game design, but for

now, you're on your own. A game designer needs

to be proficient in three main areas: computer

science, writing, and drawing. If you're planning

on taking college courses, you should consider

signing up for computer classes (programming,

computer graphics, or just general computer sci-

ence), writing, (journalism and creative writing

courses) and art (drawing, animation). Irs best

to have a good foundation of skills with a spe-

cialty, so ifyou have a special skill, cultivate it.

It also helps to be up on all the current trends

in the gaming industry (as well as the history of

the games - Pong included). Think critically

about the games you play. What would you do

to make them better? Like any other dream

career (such as ice cream taster, for example),

perseverance is the key.

Va Sega!

I've noticed over the past couple of months there

has been no new Master System games or advertis-

ing. Why is that?

J.F., Greenfield Center, NY

It's called progress. The demand for Genesis and

Game Gear products has been so great that the

people at Sega have their hands fulljust keeping

up. Ifyou have a collection ofMaster System

games, you can still play them on your Genesis

or Game Gear. With a Power Base Converter

(for Genesis) or a Master Gear Converter (for

Game Gear), your 8-bit software library lives on.

rtes

Vo Sega'

1 just bought a Genesis, and I love it! 1 am really

looking forward to buying your Sega CD and have

a few questions: 1) How much does it cost? 2)

What comes with it? 3) will it become obsolete?

M.R., Lufkin, IX

The suggested retail price on the Sega CD is

$299 and comes packed with over $300 worth

of software including Sherlock Holmes Consult-

ing Detective, Sol Feace, a 4 in 1 classics disc

with Golden Axe, Revenge of Shinobi, Columns,

and Streets of Rage. It also has an audio sam-

pler CD with killer songs by Lush, They Might

Be Giants, and other new rock bands and a

CD+Graphics sampler with tunes byJimi Hen-

drix, Information Society, and Little Feat that

will blow you away.

Will it become obsolete? Well, considering

that the Sega CD also plays audio CDs and

CD+G disks, and everyone agrees that CD is the

platform of the future, it will be a long time

before Sega CD is obsolete.

] Sega!

I've been playing two great games for my Genesis

but I've been having a tough time getting all the

way through, 1 was wondering if there are any

codes for Fantasia or Kid Chameleon that would

make the games easier or allow me to skip levels? 1

love these games but I just can't beat them.

M.C., Phoenix, AZ

Unfortunately, there are no codes for these

games, but there is hope. Game Genie by Galoob

has codes for many Genesis titles, including

Fantasia and Kid Chameleon. Its a great prod-

uct for games you're having trouble with or

would like to make more challenging. Its also

good ifyou rent a lot of games.



Vo Sega!

What does "K" (as in 256K) mean? How much
does the Genesis and the Sega CD have? What is

the megabit capacity of the Sega CD? In your

review of the Sega CD you said the Genesis has 7.5

MHz and the Sega CD has 12.5 MHz. What are

Mega Hertz exactly?

G.C., Toms River, Nj

This alphabet soup ofnumbers and letters actu-

ally refers to two very simple concepts: the

amount ofRAM (or random access memory) the

unit has, and the speed (in MHz) of its proces-

sor. Heres how it works:

Memory is measured in bytes. One byte is the

amount ofmemory required to store a single

character (like the letter a, the number 3, or the

symbol &, for example). A thousand bytes

(actually 1024 bytes) is generally referred to as a

kilobyte (from the Greek kilo, meaning one

thousand), or simply IK bytes. 256K bytes,

then, is the amount ofmemory required to store

over 256,000 characters (262,144, to be exact)

— enough material to fill a small book. The

Sega CD has three times as much RAM, or 768K

— enough to fill three books.

Processor speed is measured in MegaHertz or

MHz. One MHz is equal to one million cycles per

second, so 12.5 MHz is equal to 12,500,000

cycles per second. The faster the processor (as

measured in MHz), the more powerful the com-

puter. What all this means to us gamers is that

the faster the processor and the greater the

amount of RAM, the better the gaming experi-

ence. And isn't that what its all about?

Vo Sega!

Here's my method for seeing the special ending to

Sonic The Hedgehog without playing through the

whole game: First, you use the "level-select" code

(Up, Down, Left, Right, and press A+Start) to bring

up the select screen. Now go to the Special Stage,

and get the Chaos Emerald. Press Reset, and then

press A+Stan to bring up the select screen. Go to

the Special Stage again and get the Chaos

Emerald. Repeat this procedure until you

have all the emeralds, and then go to the

first level with all the emeralds. Beat the

game, and you'll see the special ending.

Cool, huh?

J.W., Santa Fe,NM

Where we come from, thals called cheat-

ing. But hey! Whatever works for you. You

can also get some help to get you through

the game by picking up the Sonic Players

Guide. Its full of maps and tips to help you

get through both Sonic 1 and Sonic 2 (Gene-

sis or Game Gear). Check out the preview

on page 16.

Lamont Cheeks

San Diego, CA

Is

jrr-

Lo6-3

Terry Sender

l.FL

Lawrence Choy

San Francisco, CA
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YOU'VE DARED TO CROSS THE
LINE. YOU'RE STARING DOWN
THE RACKET OF ANDRE AGASSI.

HE SERVES. DEADLY TOPSPIN.
A HEARTBEAT. YOU DRIVE HIM
DEEP WITH A BACKHAND. HE
DIVES. YES! A PERFECT DROP-
SHOT. OR IS IT?

ANDRE AGASSI TENNIS FOR
^GA GENESIS. THE MOST

TENNIS GAME EVER. PLAY
AGASSI. IF YOU CAN'T BEAT
HIM, BE HIM. TAKE ON ONE
OF SEVEN WORLD-CLASS
CHALLENGERS. EACH WITH
THEIR OWN BRAND OF
CHAMPIONSHIP TENNIS.
CHOOSE YOUR GAME. SIN

DOUBLES. MATCH. CALL
COURT. GRASS. CLAY. H
AMERICAN INDOOR. A SPL
TENNIS ANNOUNCER WILL
SURE YOU—AND EVERYONE
ELSE—KNOWS THE SCORE.
ARE YOU READY?



GENESIS

DOLPHIN

Swimming Lessons
Dolphin gives you ultimate control. You can make Ecco turn cart-

wheels in the air, dive or swim with terrific bursts of speed, dive to the

bottom of the ocean orjust fin along.

1—
Start at the sea floor. Press Button C

repeatedly to send Ecco racing to

the surface. He'll break free in cart-

wheels that would make the King of

(he Sea jealous.

Ecco is a mammal, if you do not let

Mm breath, he will drown.

>ress Button B tor a burst ol speed.

Swimming to small islands and then

pressing Button B will give you

enough speed to leap Into the next

bay.

\ '""-*
.*»V
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ttkl
utton C is the swim button.

OVERVIEW
Dolphin is making a big splash with its awesome underwa-

ter graphics. You play as Ecco, a young bottlenose dolphin

whose family pod hasTjeen taken from the sea in the eye
of a mysterious storm. Yourjourney to find them takes you

across the seas, under th&ice of the polar caps, to the lost

city of Atlantis and even 5$ million years back in time. With

27 levels, Dolphin is a gian&dventure of a game. There

are passwords to keep track of your progress. You won't

finish Dolphin in a single night!

The Big Blue
Hes just about the oldest and wisest creature Irving in the sea. You'll find

him deep beneath the surface in the Cold Water Zone. His clue will send

you farther on yourjourneyHHH

Blue is a wise and gentle giant at a whale. Finding him is the first turn-

ing point ol the game. He will point you to the mysterious Asterite.



The Lost
City of
Atlantis

Atlantis is full of special dangers

and wonders. Sharks and jellyfish

live in the halls and rooftops.

Strange, crystal monoliths patrol

the corridors. Strong currents

sweep many of the areas, calling

for special strategies to explore

new areas. Your success here

opens the next phase of the

game...a journey into the past!

Find these Glyps and you'll learn the

secret of the storm...as well as other

i vital to your quest.

Dodge ice blocks in the arctic sea,

or you wilt he crushed.

Some shells have the power to dis-

solve stone.

„;.|^.
1«>: • • l

Push the block into the current and

fallow il down. Use sonar to break

the chains.

Go to tiie Heij Glivh ffst

You can push blocks and stones into

heavy current and follow them down,

letting you gel into areas you could

not reach by swimming alone.

Let the Pterodactyl grab you. Instead

of an attack, it will carry you to

where you need to be.

What lies at the end ofyour

quest? A confro^Mjtavith the

Vortex! Just wl»tham..youJ|

In tbe Machine, use your sonar as a

weapon.

ftnd out for yourself. Write us at

Visions with your Dolphin

discoveries.

S e 3
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Oil Ocean Act 2 can get pretty confusing.

^ though there ate lots of paths to take,

you can divide this Act into three routes-

Route 1, Route 2, and Route 3.

gafctUK
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Th,smaybeinymostam
Odyssey ye.. Mobius was never s„

full of thrills and chills.
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UGH JUS YOU!

When the evil Dork Queen kidnaps both your best buddy and the best-looking

girl this side of the Mazallion Star Cluster, what're you gonna do about il? Cry?

Hide? Call the Starcops? No way - 'couse you're o BATTLET0AD1 So strap on your

blaster, fire up the Toadster, and get on down to the Dark Queen's planet - and

don't forget to take along the Jet Turbo, the Space Board and the Speed Bike.

Betouse you'll need 'em all if you're gonna rescue your friends and get the frog

outa there with your green skin intact!

Lace up your cleats and get ready to play the most realistic football

game ever produced! All the hard-hitting action of football comes

through in living color, using the digitized images of real players. Every

detail of football is right here - from the opening kickoff to the post-

I game stats. You call the shots, you call the plays... After all, you're a pro

a PRO QUARTERBACK! , ,

u

Flip the switch and get ready to have a blast! Here's a fast and furious racing

game with a difference: avoid the road hazards... pick up the performance goodies...

ond wield an arsenal of wicked weapons to slow dawn or destroy your competition!

Roar through 24 levels of CHAMPIONSHIP PRO-AM racing on 8 different tracks...

but watch your tailpipes, or you'll be scrap metal!

Genesis
^TRADEWEST

Trodcwest, int. 2400 South Highway 75, Corskono, TX 75110



GENESIS

The Turtles have come to Genesis...and the world will never

be the same!

This 8-Meg, one- or two-player simultaneous turtle sen-

sation gives you the option to play as any of the four

heroes. Additional options include difficulty, the number of

fives and continues, automatic back attack, sound test and

even a color mode which lets you play in four color comic-

book style or full-color animation mode.

I he Fab Four of die Mutant

Kingdom leave their comfortable

(if you are a teenage turtle type)

underground digs to shell shock

their outrageously evil nemesis

Shredder, who is shrinking New
York with the Hyperstone. Shred-

der taunts the Turtles...
:,

You've

been luckyin the past, but you

won't stop me this lime! Ha!"

With a challenge like that, how

could any pizza-loving turtle avoid

a good brawl? COWABUNGA!

Turtle
Power,
Dude

So you wanna be a turtle? Each

has a different weapon and special

'
lus a style all his own.

Donatello is Hie genius of the Tur-

tles. His weapon of choice is the Be

Staff and his special attach is the

Toe Smash. Vt.mST

The Turtles make power moves

in the heat of combat whenever

you have inflicted a certain amount

of damage on your enemy

Raphael has a quick temper and

even faster hands, which fie puis to

use with the his super sharp Sai Dag-

gers. His special attach Is the Jump-

ing Spin Kick.

Leonardo is the group's leader and a

true perfectionist. He uses the Katana

Blade like a Mnja master. His special

attack is the Spinning Blade.

Michelangelo is the most popular

Turtle. He loves pizza and uses Nun-

chakus. His special attach is the

Kamikaze Attach.

There are five stages to the

game, each with three rounds, for

a grand total of 15 action-packed

levels. At the end of each stage is a

boss enemy, one of Shredders

minions. Survive the attacks of

these bad boys and you'll go shell-

to-claw against the Commander-

in-Chief of the Evil Foot

Clan...Shredder.

Hot Moves
When it comes to fightin' the Foot

Clan, the Turtles have more moves

than you can pack into a turtle

shell. The Mondo Body Slam will

flip your enemy back and forth

over your head against die ground

with loud, bone-cracking thumps.

It's the most visual of aE the moves

and will take away some of your

power meter.

Michelangelo has his Smile Finish, <

super-backhand wilh a big grin.

i1^T;TEf!
iPJfci^^r-

1

Sk&N ;

"

Donatello does the Hurricane

Attach, spinning his Bo staff like

a killer baton. _>lk

Rafael mahes a Vacuum Slice, cutting

with a single blade at extreme RPMs.
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At various points throughout

the game you'll find a red pizza

box with a btg bomb on it. This is

Power Pizza! Wait until the screen

is full of enemies and then take it

You'll go into your Special Attack

and create major havoc!

Power Up wilh Power Pizza.

The enemies you encounter

will be familiar to any Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtle fanatic. You'll

go up against all the major bad

guys: Krang, Mouser, Stockman,

Stone Warrior, Rocksteady and

Leatherhead. Battling each

requires different strategy and

techniques, including mastering

attack patterns.

TMNT: Hyperstone Heist is

colorful, fast-moving and built on

high-quality Genesis-worthy

graphics. The sounds are also on

the cutting edge, with the Turtles

Theme Song, realistic battle sound

effects and digitized Turtle voices

calling out 'Pizza Time" and other

popular Turtle sayings. Go ahead.

Try to turn Shredder into Ched-

dar. It's time to kick shell.

Purple Ninjas throw stars. Blue Ninj;

carry swords.

Sep Visions • Febi]
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Hit the tire hydrant to wash your ene- When fighting multiple enemies, try Shredder has some nasty surprises You must heat Lealherhead, Rock-

mies into the gutter. attacking in this rhythm: ten lour walling in his hideout. steady and Tatsn again before you

m .,

limes, right tour times, left four

times, etc. The sustained damage

will put you into a power move.

can take on Stockman.

Leattierhead tries to sneak away on

alt fours, biting as he goes. Attack

when he Is standing up and you'll he

making gator stew!

Tatsu won't tight lair. He will use his Krang will try to krush you with...

toot soldiers to soften you up. Super Krang!

Weird critters swim beneath your Shredder uses the stone to give him-

feet. Hit 'em as soon as they leave salt awesome attack powers.

the water.

Rocksteady will try to have turtle for

lunch. Avoid him when he charges,

then attack.



aASHBACK
annua

Flashback brings incredible character animation together

with high-tech graphics and cinema-quality animation for a
gaming experience like no other. This game has a level of
player control that reaches new heights of real-time inter

action. Starting in the artificial jungles of Titan, the game
takes you on an epic quest through seven huge multi-level

areas, each with individual goals and side missions. The

game is so big that you need passwords to save your

progress. Flashback can be played in three difficulty levels:

easy, normal and hard.

The Jungles off Titan

from the old man. Ms the only way

you can gel inlo New Washington.

You Stan by climbing down a level

and getting the holocube,
which

you knocked off the ledge when

you were getting up. Watch its

message for clues about what you

have to do.

Tnrow stones H contuse mulant son-

trles la Uie Titan Jungle.

Titans artificial jungle is the easiest

stage. Its a good place to practice

your tunning, jumping and
com-

bat techniques. Your two missions

here are to get the wounded man

his teleponei and find enough

credits to buy an anit-gravily bell

-™«kssss--
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Moving
Around

| Button
combinations allow you 10

I make Conrad run, walk, jump

Ihangbyhisfingempsaniwtth

Ihtsiun out, move likeabattk-

1 ready soldier.

[RunniM Jump

i^M'm"%mm
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New Washington

Make it to New Washington and

you won't have to look very hard

to fmd Ian. If fact, you'll probably

walk intohim.andafew
armed

policemen. Rescue him from this

dilemma and he'll give you tack

your memory, plus a force held

tot gives
youasecond or soot

total protection
every time you hit

the button.

In New Washington you must

complete a number ot missions to

earn money and buy a new ID so

vou can enter Death Tower
and

hopefully win a ticket to Earth.

The missions range from deliver

ingapackagetoextermmannga

level lull of armed mutants. Each

mission mil test a different aspect

of your skill in moving around in

Flashback. The lessons you leam

will come inhandy in other areas

of the game

Death Tower
ntHIM u seems as if every future cukure

Mica station to Bet a Wl» ««""'•
te a death-oriented game show

This one is no exception. Survive

eight perilous Boors of Death

Tower ..while millions watch, and

vmi'll win a free ticket to Eanh.

In DealUew enter eaen ram

ralling...wilnve»rn«nn™»
lli»»l
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To Earth—
and

Beyond
Whati waiting foryou

on Eaith?

— ibl<

o their evil video game wt

Flashback will give every gamer a

run tor their money in a format

that is different from any other

Genes* game. And mere is evena

Ftehbaekmini-oorme
included

i„ the instruction manual.
Flash-

back is the type of cart that lets

Tr„uble...andmore
ttouble.Th

li
Y^Wta^^

blast

Morphs

plans. Only you can stopU and run.

Charact
Vou assume the role of Conrad
Hart, an agent on the run. You
mt™ with characters to obtain
jems and information. You have
the use ofmany different objects
mditems. Important momenis of
*e game, such as finding code
teys and obtaining packages are
show, in fulhscreen animation
complete with digfed music and

=ne««y Icons
Generator

er interaction
sound effects.

Usable items and people y„Bran talk to are identified by iconsm the upper fef, corner of the
KMnlTie icon depicts an action
like talking, with the item
identified. Characters in the game*o give you clues to the use of
objects by, for example, asking you
to sit in a chair.

'

Teleport

Wepons Dram vdb to a DlaSr mi.

Save Stations

srou have won. II you choose to "on-
linue aner losing srour life

Icons aooear leoooerSta? i
—^"a*—lSmm ol ite screen wnenerer some IJf*""*^ locks ana coT

anion is eolleo lor,too*,|X tlls ?•mm> "» Maining onow, yon nare lire oofionlo rata
«*g lie rignt Items.

Wing, »,[„,„,, „V3
™

Becliarie or Use.
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ted a long time for this game. The Streets of

II is better than the original in every way.

r. X and his drug gang have returned to Metro City.

' Blaze are back and they're teamed up with two
new terrific characters, Skate

. . . and Max. There are fantastic

new moves, outrageous new
1.

1
levels, more color and even

more action than the first

_
^ * Streets of Rage. Check

- " out these hot players

and their moves...
**

\&

This guy may be slightly slower than

the other brawlers, but what he

lacks in speed is more than made up

by his awesome strength.

a radical shoulder/elbow crash,

dnMfMrtW' fdeSemm S (;M | ener jj||

Hold down B, hit C with direction and

he clears to his rear with a vicious

back kick.

C (lump), then B gives Max a oower-
"j| 2-handed bash.

Close with enemy, grab from behind,

C and then B. You'll give a vertical

down throw.

Hi) A and direction toward enemies.

You'll get 3 tremendously powerful

shoulder dash with a roll finish.



<*&

Double D-Button gets a dash. B while
|

dashing and you'll make an area-

clearing cannonball spin.

The smallest in stature, this new

addition to our lighters makes up

with his speed and technique. This

wheeled warrior may became a

player tavorite.

Hold down B. then C and Skate

does a terrific-looking rear cart-

wheel kick.

This woman has been In training

since we last saw her. Blaze is the

most balanced of our brawlers. Her

speed and power are both equal.

hit G with direction and she does

an enemy, dumping sweep.

Hold rear, then 6 and Skate sits

ThpCg
jj[g H\£ on enemy's shoulders and wails

ittattateW enetgHfion*11

'

5

Rear hold, then B causes an impres-

sive over-the-bach throw.

«„» no direction iMs'

msWHMoartvilieel.

ffflitftOla?onal
creates a

!5co*screwW*M<»™'
s '

ft with directionKledoesa«.«l«>
wl1*



Special Features
Vou can braml uiitli more than fist and foot alone.

"bimii causes a »erys«Mi

t5
IK,??

m
'?

re9ail"°»' slrenim meter or a bag
01 cash lor extra poirris.

c^iacri
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BASED ON
THE ARCADE
SWASH! <

Super High Impact for Genesis brings the fast-paced action of the

BONE-CRUNCHING arcade smash home. Choose from 18 hard-charging

teams and over 30 plays, from a red dog blitz to a never-say-die super fly.

"Yer Toast" if the HIT-O-METER rates your tackle "Dweeb", but you can

settle the score with an all-out team brawl!

Stop watching from the sidelines... This is football action so real...

OVER 30 OFFENSIVE
AND DEFENSIVE PLAYS!

it's Bone Crunching!

SS8L& SETTLE THE SCORE WITH
AN ALL-OUT BHAWL!

idway' Manufacturing Company- Used by permission. j trademarks of Saga Enter



GENESIS

Battletoads has made a major splash on game systems

nationwide. Now it's available for Genesis in the best ver-

sion yet. Your toadworthiness is tested with levels that are

each a game in themselves. The 'toads-Rash, Zitz and Pirn-

ple-and Professor T. Bird, are taking Princess Angelica

back to her home planet. The Dark Queen, the 'toads' evil

nemesis, has ambushed the spaceship Vulture and taken

Pimple and the Princess hostage. Feeling Toadworthy?

1 ou as Zitz and your bud as

Rash (in ihe 2-p]ayer mode) head

to the planet to chase down the

Dark Queen. Professor I Bird

stays in orbit to guide you and

show you strategic blueprints.

You'll fight your way through 12

levels of intense horizontal and

vertical side-view rounds.

Awesome
Amphibious
Assault

These brawling toadsters have

some royal moves. As you fight

the various enemies you'll find

that this Amphibious Assault

Team can do mote than just

punch and kick. After three

punches, you go into the Turbo

Thwack. This major-league hit

knocks 'em out of the park.

The Dark Queen wants Toad

legs tonight.

Double-click the direction pad in a

particular direction and your Bat-

tletoad will dash. Hit the punch

button as you close on the enemy

and your 'toad will do the Battle-

toad Butt (not a dance), a terrific

head-butt that will ruin their day

Or how about this one? Hit the

enemy until it is down, back away

and do the dash. Strike when you

reach the enemy again. This time

you do the Big Bad Boot, the

booster rocket of kicks: a boot half

the toad's size punts the baddie

Keep beating on the dragon



into oblivion. Even more sensa-

tional is die BT Bashing Ball.

While rappelling down the Impact

Crater (vertical chimney stage),

swing to the far right or left and

hold your D-Button to stay there.

As your warty friend begins to

flash, hit the punch button and

swing to and fro. This wrecking

ball move clears the way better

than a late bell at school. Keep hit-

ting the enemy on the way down,

and you'll get progressively higher

Each round is previewed by a

strategy plan.

Prof. T. Bird will stay in the space-

ship Vulture and offer advice.

points and start collecting 1-Ups.

This is a great way to max out

your lives.

This game may have you look-

ing at common houseflies differ-

ently Each time you see a swarm

of flies on screen, jump toward

them and hit Punch. Your long,

sticky tongue will lash out and

snag 'em, a nutritious and a fine

way to fill your life meter.

One if by
Land, Two if

by Sea...
Three vehicles speed along your

mission. The Speed Cycle helps

you tough out the Chasm, an

obstacle-course level. You must

avoid barriers, execute bigjumps

off ramps and cross major chasms.

The Space Board traverses the

River Stage with surfing/jumping

moves around obstacles and

whirlpools. The Jet Turbo propels

you onto a flying course to dodge

falling boulders and fly through

gaps in moving lightning barriers.

SB**

Enemies
and More
Enemies

On your way to the Tower, you'll

battle some truly wicked foes: Sat-

urn Toadtraps, a part of the Venus

Flytrap family; Psyko Pigs—
mean swine with battle axes;

Snowmen with death-dealing

snowballs; Steel Beaks who have

one heck of a peck and other

treacherous hench-types with

nothing belter to do than to toad-

ally ruin your day

Battletoads' amphibious action

will keep you hopping with killer

graphics and jamrrun' tunes. What

more could a dedicated toadster

want? Hop to it.

e#1



Continued Irom page 35.

T
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me loumi Duncn delivefsTiJf^Sr TOB.T. Basltfnj Ball.
Snaek on Hies to gel strong.
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Mechanical
Madness in

The Gadget
Kingdom.

The Gadget Kings Gem has

been stolen, BOP and BUMP

have been summoned to

get it back. Follow

them on a wild ride

through the ocean:

and atmospheres

in their quest to

track down the evil THU

and return the gem to the

Gadget Kingdom. Twelve

levels ot the wildi

arcade-action evei

seen on the Sega"

Genesis™ Use any

number of BOP ai

BUMP'S strange

tive defenses necessary to

defeat their enemies.

But watch out,

because most of

the inhabitants in

this world of me-

chanical madness

have a few surprises of their

own. Sega Genesis Gadget

Twins™ is a masterpiece of

mechanical mayhem.

GAMETEK

EHBr ^.SHECT:

Gadget Twins ©1992 Imagiiec Design Inc., ©Gametek Inc.

Twins ail © 1992 Gametek. Inc. Gametek is a registered trademark o! UE, Inc,

2999 NE 191st St. North Miami Beach, FL 33160. All rights reserved.

SEGAAND GENESIS ARE TRADEMARKS OF SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD.
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COMMAND.

Cobra Command is the CD version of the famous laser disc-

based chopper battle arcade hit. This CD game is all full-

motion animation, cockpit-view graphics with explosive

stereo sound effects and digitized voice. The storyline is

brief and to the point...pilot your armored Cobra attack

helicopter against terrorist enclaves all over the world,

taking them out with your Vulcan Cannon and Heat

Seeking Missiles.

Mou start the game in New York

City with five lives and three contin-

ues. The controls on this game are

easy to master. Use your direction

pad to move the crosshairs ofyour

weapon and configurable A, B and C

buttons to shoot the cannon and

missiles. The only time you need to

use the direction pad to redirect your

helicopter is when you see the bold

green arrow in your cockpit flashing

a particular direction. Fail to make

these extreme high-G maneuvers

and you'll see (and hear) some of the

most impressive crash and bum

explosions seen to date in a vidgame.

The best way to get from stage

to stage is to learn the attack pat-

terns of your enemies... so that

you'll be able to move the

crosshairs and take them out in the

three or so seconds allowed. The

stages are great fun. You'll fly

through the Grand Canyon, blast-

ing away at gun emplacements,

other helos and planes while navi-

gating through the cliffs. Your next

stage is the Pacific against huge

ships (take out the big guns), sub

39

marines and fight squadrons com-

ing off a flat-top aircraft carrier.

Then on to Easter Island. Fly

around those big stone heads

(oops, damaged a few) and take on

an entrenched enclave. Theres

more: a rocky, cliffed Fortress level,

Rome's Ruins and even a Desert

stage. In total, you have nine dif-

ferent stages to beat.

The ability to choose your level

of play and configure your missile

and dual Vulcan Cannons is a real

plus. This title is fun and challeng-

ing for all levels of gamers. The

game can be beaten. Timing is the

key Don't hesitate to listen to the

unseen navigator: "Come on, Cap-

tain, go left, Left, LEFT!"

Overall you'll find that this title

is top rate. In addition to all the

action of the original arcade game

,

there are more levels, more

sounds, more digitized voice and

some very spectacular animation.

For aerial shooter lovers, this game

will put you into action and

adventure that only exist on "The

Next Level:'

Sep Visions •
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.'His sound and special cllccts arc

the houesuo ever ap]

Witli BatE

establishing the standard by which

CD action and driving games will

be judged. This CD disk is

BATMAN. RETURNS

Batman Returns on Sega CD captures all the action and

excitement of the Genesis version, with upgraded graphics

and over 40 minutes of new, hot music composed and

recorded at Sega's own Multimedia Studio (see Sega
Visions Issue 10 for more on Sega Multimedia). And Bat-

man Returns CD has a whole new game built in—a road

rally with the Batmobile against The Penguin's Red Triangle

Circus Gang and their hotrod vehicles.

csts 01 your timing ami I igni mg cniiiiuy <m I lie [No, t Level.

skills and you'll take on the top-

lailed Oswald himself.

Tighten Up fyfef
R9Your Belt

-m
Skullhead nihers lead vou on a

deadly chase through the winter

night

Take the Batmobile for a ground-

hugging, rubber-burning, high-G

test drive.

Behind the
Wheel

mSSt

I
Catwoman will destroy you with

her whip.

Toe Penguin starts the trouble By

offing an Ice Princess with Batman's

Batattack.

behind the wheel of the Batmobile, The Call BOBS Out for...Batman.

chasing the Red Triangle Gang

xraghand
—

of-the-art vehicle loaded with high-

Batman and all related elements

;

property of DC Gorrics Inc.© 1992. All

rights reserved.



.RCADE SPORTS SIMULATION GAME OF THE YEAR
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JAGUARN

Jaguar XJ220 is a racing simulation game that couldn't

have been done on a cart. This CD title accelerates the

race car action into overdrive by strapping you behind the

wheel of a state-of-the-art race car that hits mind-blowing

speeds of 212 m.p.h. The tracks are laden with hair-raising

hairpin turns, killer corkscrews and straightaways so fast

the red and blue safety tires smear into purple haze. The

audio and sound effects are so realistic you can even hear

the rumble of two high-powered engines at full throttle

when you're driving in a two-car pack.

3-player mode, yi

a bud in si

The Track Editor lets you build a cus-

tom track. You decide the length,

dearee ol Hie turns and the r~*

"

position with a split-screen wu .

your choice of 36 racing circuit

1 2 countries and against more Go for the
Jagular

iu're racing lor Team Jaguar in

'World Tour against 16world-

s drivers. Each driver has his

i style of driving that will keep

Accelerate as you come out ot the

to pull away from the pack. The

—3_ar's top speed is 212 m.p.h.

Track your racing bud in

the split screen during

two-player mode.

select your own music on the

Jaguar's XJ220 radio.

ferl"



CD-Action Unleashed*
Unleash the gaming

muscle of the Sega-CD™

with the wildest, wackiest

arcade-action game you'll

ever play: Wonder Dog™

The hottest new star

in the video-game galaxy

will lift your gaming

experience to another

world. So check out the

future of arcade-action

gaming,.. you're bound

to C D difference.

Cartoon -quality animation brings

to life Wonder Dog's narrow escape

from the invading Pltbully Space

Armada on his home planet of K-9.

In Bunny Hop Meadow you'll take

on mangy mutts, rascally rabbits

and dizzy ducks as your long

journey back to free K-9 begins.

'-• *; '-:.'" ••

"*V»

You'll get down and dirty in the

Underground, where you'll have tc

dodge dog-eating earthworms,

gnomy moles and pesky gophers.

Wipe out the entire Pitbully armada

and save your home-planet K-9 from

tea-pot droids, hovering bull-fiends

and frumpy helmet heads.

Cut through Planet Foggia and

plug-up the poisonous-gas-spewing,

Zonker and his smoke-hurlin'

buddy, Hulker.

Climb in the ring with boxers in

Dogsville and wailing alley cats in the

Scrapyard—maybe you'll even find

a hidden zone or two.. .or three.

Then you're off to Loony Moon to Anything can happen on Planet

face mutant martians, giant space Weird; flying pigs, falling monkeys,

rats and a wild assortment of space invisible aliens...and it always feels

cadets on the swiss-cheese tundra. like someone's watching you.

JVC
JVC Musical lndlstries. Inc.

..; mulcj! industries. Inc., 3800 B*

l! Sest-CD"- System. 5egs, Sesa-CBan,

SEGAITSS



Listen up, Dogmeat! This is a first-class CD that'll pit you

against the meanest critters in the sewers. I'm Ghost, your

co-pilot. Forget everything ya learned in them high-tech

simulators, 'cause down here when ya hit the wall, there

ain't no second chance, rf ya don't listen to myself and

your recon, Catfish, they'll be scraping ya off the walls with

a spatula.Amond-edged saws that ain't

1we gotta do is shoot us a workiri for us no longer. Moles

million pounds of tube vermin, weigh 20,000 pounds. Zerks are

Do it and we're off to Solar Gty the ones ya really need to watch

where we can forget about blastin' for. These'll suck the brains right

sewer scum forever. outta your head. Ifyagotany,

Your
Mission,
Dogmeat

"We got the best Exterminator

Class Sewer Shark ever to shoot

the sewers. Be nice to the Hole

Hawg and shell keep ya safe. Shes

got Hydrogen Flares and a Recon

Probe link. When we get close to

Sector 19, we can pick up a pair of

Thompson Super Chargers for the

coils and Sweet litde 16, a riotous

ol' power blaster that lives to burst

mutant vermin.

OK, a million pounds. Lets

look at the average poundage on

some a' your common tube crit-

ters. Bats...these ain't your typical

little fruit bat types. They weigh in

at 200 pounds. Ratigators...a cross

between 'gators and rats— weigh

about 500 pounds. Then theres

Scorpions at 2,000 pounds that

steal the Hawgs energy, automated

sewer-cleaning moles with dia-

42

Im gonna give ya some tips

that may keep your scrawny car-

cass alive. Listen to Catfish. Hes

got yourjump coordinates. Don't

listen to Commissioner Stenchler.

Watch that hydrogen gauge and

shoot the flare A.S.A.P. Don't miss

the turn to the next recharge sta-

tion. Keep an eye on your T/A

(target aquisition) while ya wait to

make the next jump. Keep one

eye on the up screen for tube exits

while blasting and always shoot

the biggest critter first.

Don't get cocky and we'll see

Solar City Turn and bum, baby

When you've earned a litde more

a' my trust, I'm gonna stop callin'

ya Dogmeat. I hope ya think Rat-

breath is a step up.

Listen for verbal cues at the

Energy Stations. Then get ready to

move to one side or the other!

Bats can't hurt you. But they

can up your total so you can

advance to the next leveL

33H3r
"DonmeaT category.
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ThisAfternoon,L

&Became
Immortal

Cal Ripken, Jr. Baseball giw

you unequalled animation, accurate

strategy logic and players that respond tc

real game situations.

• Choose your home field - domed,

outdoor or one just for power hitters

• Choose real grass
|

or artificial turf

• Cutaway camera

angles for realistic I

close-ups of all

the action

• Use Cal as a pinch hitter or create an

"all-Cal" team that can beat the best!

Realistic looking players and gameplay.

You've played the rest - now get the best.

In Olltlander
,
you are the one

chance that human-kind has for survival

in a post-holocaust world. As the

Outlander, you battle Wastelanders in a

driving and action adventure that cooks!

^3 • Behind the wheel

perspective

Front, rear, left

\ 9 anc' right views

V^^^3k8I * Mas5 've arsenal of

"^^^^B weapons including

shotgun, explosives & rocket launcher

• You hunt for water, food & gas

• Dynamic 3-D universe

Pray you get in. Pray you can get out.

Outlander is the ultimate challenge.

In GODS , you are Hercules the

Unconquered! You quest for immortality,

but the path is blocked by hideous

guardians and lunatic beasts.

• 12 different worlds within four levels

• 15 different weapons systems

• 20 separate potions™

and power ups
• Hidden rooms and

|

intricate puzzles

• Huge cast of

mythical enemies

GODS is a must in your game collection.

iLT..:

And You Want ToKnow If

IDidMyHomework?
NEWON SEGA GENESIS FROM



5 EG n CD

Hhe action sians at the Bunny

Hop Meadow and stretches across

more than 19 levels of star

shootin' fun. Animated sequences

at the beginning of the game bring

the story to life. The control pad

can be configured to your playing

style and there is a password fea-

ture to keep track of your

Wonder Dog is the first platform action game for the Sega
CD. This comical new action title is loaded with stereo

sound, animated sequences, digitized voice and cartoon-

quality game graphics. As Wonder Dog, you've been sent

from the planet K-Ninus to grow and become strong, so you

can return and defeat the evil Prtbully space armada, who
is taking over your home.

A Dog's
Day

Wonder Dog is not your average

space pup. His Wonder Suit gives

him the power to burrow in cer-

tain areas and to glide after run-

ning jumps. His weapon is the

Shooting Star, a multi-star that

shoots higher the longer you hold

down the button.

Hold down the Star Shoot button

until the star meter in (tie lower left

corner lights up to shoot stars al

higher targets.

Look lor discolored areas In the

ground. Wonder Dog can burrow to

lower levels by pressing Down on

the D-Bulton and the Jump Button.



Not only is the Holy Grail about to fall into the wrong

hands, they already have their hands on your father, Dr. Jones Sr.

There is still time but you better step on it and don't make any , „

mistakes. Fight your way through five levels of danger packed £%&i
action. Be smart, steady and above all fast, and you might

Lave a chance. Blow it...Your father and the world are doomed.!

s game is only recommended for those up to the challenge

Available for Sega
1" Genesis 1" and Game Gear™



deo selection opens

with three screens of images across

the bottom. Press the A, B or C
button to select the image you

want to appear in the monitor at

the top of the screen. You'll have

to move fast ifyou expect to grab

the right pix and still make your

video hot.

The Special Effects Library lets

you slice, dice, mirror-image, flip,

wipe, smear and mega-distort the

You always knew you could create killer music videos. Hie

Make My Video CDs let you prove it. These CDs don't just

open the door to video directing tame— they blow it away.

You call the shots. You edit in the special effects. You take

the praise — or the heat— for the final cut.

I ou choose between two editing

options: U-Direct and Editchal-

lenge"
1

. U-Direct mode lets you

scroll back over your vid-in-

progress and change any of the

special effects or images. Editchal-

lenge mode doesn't let you change

anything youVe already created,

but challenges your editing and

creativity in a different way: You've

got to be sure to include the spe-

cial effects and images that are

directed by the characters in the

video.

These exciting CDs feature the

hot music of Kris Kross, Marky

Mark, C& C Music Factory and

INXS. Plus all the graphics and

special effects you could ever want

to make your video first-class

funk. But your video will need

more than just your creative ener-

gy.. .it'E need what the critics

expect to see, too.

Kris Kross
Make My
Video

You're the celluloid mix master on

the country's first-ever video

request show Requests for Kris

Kross are lighting up the switch-

board and you've got to keep the

homeys tunin' in. These aren't

just any old "play my favorite

video" callers, though. These folks'

Pick a caller and a Kris Kross sang.

Then make a video the way they want.

requests will make or break you in

this business. Choose your caller,

then tune in to the dialogue for

clues to what they want to see.

You get to choose from three of

Kris' hottest cuts: "Jump," "Warm

It Up" and "1 Missed The Bus."

Keep an eye on Boyd Packer; hes

good for some video hints.

Slice and dice for horizontal and ver-

tical lines. Now you're cookln'.

image you selected. Add the

strobe light, freeze the frame or

put it in slow-mo, then funk it up

with shades of blue, red or green.

Move the D-Pad up or down until

the effect you want is inside the

fourarrow5. Moving the D-Pad

right or left activates one of the

versions of the effect. Watch the

Special Effects Monitor to keep

tabs on what you're doing. Mix it

up: Use more than one effect

simultaneously to totally Kross out

the video competition.

When the song finishes, your

music video plays back and the

vote is cast.

Marky
Mark Mai
My Video

Everybodys a critic in the Mark)'

Mark and the Funky Bunch

Make My Video CD, including

Mom and Dad. In this CD, you'll

get the clues— and the criticism

on your finished video— from a

boxer who knows what he wants

to see and what he definitely does

not want to see, a chic gang

who'll shame your creative genius

if it's lacking, a band, and even

good ol' parents.

He thinks the video should be tough.

She thinks It should be sexy. Whose

video will you make?

Your creative genius is really on

the line as you put together a

video hot enough to rank among

the Top 10 Videos. Pick from '

Markys songs "Good Vibrations,"

"I Need Money" and "You Gotta

Know." Your special effects let

your freeze Marky on the monitor,

change colors, flash a strobe on

anybody and anything, chop the

video image vertically and hori-

zontally, and even randomly jum-

ble the whole image with a Mixer

effect. You can even put lyrics

across the bottom of the screen.

If you make it to the Top 10

Videos, you'll have made your

Mark as a music video

director...and you may even have

Mom and Dad to thank for it

R^ ^^m
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Use the Smear to pixelate the screen.

f



C& C iavs are ready t

showcase your hidden talent:

"Things thai Make You Go Hmm,"

"just a Touch of Love," and

"Gonna Make You Sweat." You

can compete against their best

with your own C& C videos

that'll wipe the dance floor clean.

Slice, dice and pixelate to the beat

of Sweat. Create \ideos that will

make them go "Oh" to "Things

that make you go hmm."

INXS Make
My Video

Make My Video rounds outs its

repenoire with the hoi new-wave

rock of INXS. Set in a pool hall

where the Pool Girls are running

the table until the best INXS video

plays, this CD lets you prove

you're a ringer at the music video

directing game. Choose from

INXS favorites "Heaven Sent,"

"Baby, Dont Cry" and "Not

Enough Time" to produce four

minutes of slick celluloid that

will keep the pool-hall groupies

jamrnin' while their pool cues

are slammin',

Miss the moves and your

videos may be playing to an audi-

ence ot one. w

Marky Mart says: "Matte My Video.

C & C Music
Factory
Make My
Video

If rap and hip hop ain't your thing,

:t down with the sounds of

C&C Music Factory Their jam-

rnin' dance sounds have set trends

in the hottest clubs across the coun-

try and are the centerpiece of the

music video masterpiece you can

produce with this CD selection.

Will a snake get you into the lead

with the best video?

Special effects in the INXS videos

include flame. Whai will you add?
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It's Willy's last day of school before summer vacation. You

direct Willy's deeds (and misdeeds) as he weasels out of

class and works on his summer goal of getting to the video

game championships. Before he can get there, you've got

to help him avoid his tag-along sister, escape from his nag-

ging mother, rescue his kidnapped father, save the city's

sewer plant from being blown up and have Homy, his pet

frog, win first place in the frog jumping contest.

things you might want to

explore., .your sisters diary, for

example. Then move the D-Btit-

ton to drop it into Willys back-

pack.. lor later use.

Characters speak to Willy

When a reply is called for, the

game gives you two to three choic-

es. The choices range from what a

kid probably will say to a parent or

teacher— to what hes really think-

ing and wants to say Go for it! This

is one time you can't get in trou-

ble...only Willy can.

laying The Adventures of

Willy Beamish is like directing

your own mini-cartoon, with a

twist. Multiple endings are possi-

ble. The ending you reach

depends on the decisions you

make for Willy during the game.

The C Button changes the on-

screen cursor to a magnifying glass

you use to scope out things when

you enter a scene. Press the B But-

ton to find the scenes exits and

arrows pointing to interesting

Willy Beamish is an average kid who

m£SimLSmimmm

Eng your pel rrog to teacher will

eamyouatrlptouieBrincinars

2e Play your cards wrong and

KSou to military academy.

Use me magnifying glass to check

nut items for clues on what to do

next, and insights Into Willy's world.

Items taken from the backpack can
oe used on characters in the
game,..tor interesting results

SO Sega Visio
:
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Available for IBM PC, Amiga. Coming soon Super Nintendo, Nintendo GameBoy, Sega Genesis, and Sega Game Gear.

EVOLUTION...TO paraphrase Darwin, it's the survival of the hippest. One wrong move

and you're dino-meat, one wrong step and you're a fossil, one fashion faux-pas and

you're the laughing stock of the gene pool, baby. Discover tools, survive and multiply

or these HUMANS are a time-line footnote. In this world of chaos and carnivores...

...Keep the tribe alive.

GAMETEK
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Tart Ban Simpson, pan Calvin (of Calvin and

Hobbcs! and pan Dennis (the Menace), Willy

Beamish has been a favorite among computer gamers

for years. His wisecracking and sassy ways have made

many a grown-up gamer wish for a second chance

through adolescence. ("If ! could only be back in high

school knowing what I know now..."). Now Willy

comes to life on the Sega CD with more animations,

CD quality music, and the voice of Willy himself.

Humble Beginnings
Willy Beamish began life as an idea in the mind ofJeff

Tunnell, a game designer who wanted to create an

interactive cartoon on the computer. Working with

Artist Sheri Wheeler (who had worked with Disney

and Rlmation and other animation studios), Jeff

orperimented with dillcrcnt images for months

before deciding on the final chartacter. During this

time, Willy was short, tall, fat, and skinny, not to

mention punk and clean-cut, before his creators

finally decided on his present image.

Willy Comes Alive
Once Willys basic image had taken shape, it was up

to Dynamixs team of animators and artists to give

him movement and life. What they had to do was

find a way to combine the techniques used in tradi-

tional animations (like Snow White, or Beaut}' and

the Beast from Disney) with computer technology

This required cooperation between traditional anima-

tors (Sheri, working with Pat Clark and Rene Garcia)

and the technical wizards in Dynamixs an and pro-

gramming departments. Heres what they came up

with:

First, writers Tony amd Merle Perutz, who had

worked with NBC and Family Home Entertainment,

created the basic storyline. Working with Jeff, they

also worked on puzzles, dialog, and character back-

grounds. Once the storyline was buttoned down, the

project was passed on to the graphic artists, who pro-

ceeded to storyboard the entire game. Each and every

scene was drawn in rough form before any work was

begun on the actual animations or the background

paintings. Once the sioryboards were approved, the

graphic artists started drawing and painting all the

backgrounds for the story For animated eels, such as

a sequence of Willy walking across a background, the

individual eels were drawn by hand in black and

white, scanned into the computer and then colored

using a computer paint program.

The backgrounds and animated characters are the

basic building blocks of any animation, whether tra-

ditional or computer. In traditional animation, the

characters are drawn on transparent plastic sheets

(known as "eels'
7

after the celluloid material used by

the old-time animators), and then positioned on top

of the background layers. Each ceVbackground sand-

far RIGHT; Artist Rene Garcia painls a back-

ground scene from the castle of Leona Hump-

lord. RIGHT: The finished combination ot

background and animation ci

The Willy Beamish team consisted of more than

40 talented individuals. Shown are two of the

game's programmers, Louie McCrady (LEFT) aod

Rich Rayl (RIGHT).

TOP LEFT: Rough storyboards depicted the

action of every scene. CENTER: All backgrounds went

through the stages ot rough sketch, final sketch, paint-

ing and digilizing. RIGHT: Animator Jarrett Jester uses
,

the computer to paint black-and-white scanned eels

of Willy.
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wich is then phou ie.rapb.cd iisinti an animation cam-

era, and played back on a standard movie projector.

By projecting the images at the rate of 24 frames per

second, the succession of static images appears to

have life and movement

Computer animation uses the same basic tech-

nique— a rapid succession of still images to create

an illusion of movement With computers, however,

the images do not exist on eels or film, but in digital

format. Putting images into digital format requires

several extra steps, but the benefits— flexibility and

interactivity — make the process worthwhile. Heres

how it works:

After the backgrounds are drawn and colored by

hand, they are scanned into the computer using a

color scanner. This process allows the background to

be viewed on the computer screen and modified

using a computer paint program, Next, the individual

eels, which have already been digitized and colored,

are strung together into animated sequences (known

as "aniens") and overlaid onto the digitized back-

grounds. The computer creates an animation by play-

ing back the anim over a background. The flexibility

provided by the computer allows the animation to be

looped, slowed down, speeded up, or played forward

or backward.

Sega CD
One of the advantages of the CD technology is the

almost unlimited disk capacity (A Sega CD can hold

more data than 500 8-meg cartridges!) With this

kind of storage available. Willys developers saw the

opportunity to bring Willy Beamish to life— a truly

cinematic experience!

The most important element of a movie-like expe-

rience is the quality of the sound, whether spoken

words or music. First came the addition oi digitized

voices. With more than 42 characters in the game,

the job of casting each part with professional voice

talent was a significant task in itself. There followed

hundreds of hours logged in recording studios, as

each characters part was recorded, followed by the

laborious process of converting the dialog into digital

format.

In this process, the programmers, the sound engi-

neers and the artists had to match up each line of dia-

log to a lip-synched, animated face that would

actually speak the lines of the animated character.

Because the original computer version of Willy

Beamish used text boxes instead of speech, the pro-

grammers had to rewrite most of the original code.

Finally, the developers added an all-new digital sound

track. The~new music was written from scratch and

specially recorded to take advantage of the Sega CDs

incredible sound quality

It's a Wrap
From start to finish, the entire process of bringing

The Adventures of Willy Beamish to life on the Sega

CD took a team of more than 50 people a year of

hard work. Programmers, voice talents, artists, cast-

ing coordinators, and designers spent many late

nights (and a few all-nighters) putting together this

interactive cartoon. But mats just the beginning. After

a short break to catch their breath, the team of wiz-

ards at Dynamix is already moving onto their next

i CD project— an all-new version of their

best-selling science fiction shoot-em-up, Stellar 7

TOPRIGHT: Composer Chris Stevens integrates

mucis and sound effects to gameplay. ABOVE;

Quality Assurance personnel spent countless

hours testing and retesting Willy Beam ish to

ensure that the final version of the game was

trouble-free.

RIGHT: Requiring seven lull-time anima-

tors in a team totalling more than 40

members. Willy Beamish is easily the

largest project Dynamix has ever under

taken.
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Karaoke, Japanese for "vacant orchestra," started in Japan

about 15 years ago and has been quietly booming ever

since. Commercial karaoke machines can reduce or elimi-

nate the vocals of popular songs, and allow would-be lead

singers to gain their fifteen minutes of fame on the stage

of bars, clubs, and theaters. Today, karaoke has become a

wildly popular pastime, and has invaded all walks of Japan-

ese social life.

Now, thanks 10 Sega CD™ and

JVC, everyone can enjoy the

excitement of karaoke at home.

Just pop aJVC karaoke disk

into your Sega CD, hit Start, and

you're already half-way to star-

dom! You'll hear the song play in

stunning stereo sound, and watch

video clips for the song on the

screen. Most important, you can

sing along just by following the

lyrics as they scroll across the

screen. JVC has eliminated the

lead vocals on these popular

songs, so you can be the star!

Ifyou prefer, you can place

your order by phone by calling 1

(800) USA-SEGA. Phone orders

require a valid credit card. Please

note that this number is for orders

only If you would like information

about this or any other Sega prod-

uct, please call (415) 591-7529.

i Sega ofA" Credit Catd#„

! Am: Paris Order Dept. Expiration Date—-—^TI^T^no availability.

3375 Arden flOAO
allow V6 weeks for MM* W

___

', HMWARD,CA9454&

And, coming soon, there will

be a wide range of karaoke disks

available from JVC, featuring a

HUGE selection of performers.

The fun is just Ixgirrning!

., the leader of technologi-

cal innovation in the home enter-

tainment domain, once again

takes the lead in offering affordable

karaoke to everyone. Call Sega

today to get your taste of this

exciting new development in per-

sonalized music!

Sioo Visions • FebiufHuJfiafcii I3S3



TEST YOUR ELECTRONIC ARTS AQ

(EA ATTITUDE QUOTIENT):

RU AGENESIS GENIUS?

What's your Electronic Arts AQ (Attitude Quotient)?

Take this quiz* and see if you have what it takes. Write the

answers to all seven questions on your completed entry

form and send it in. If you have a high AQ you could

win 3 Genesis titles from Electronic Arts.

"Missed the first three quizzes? No sweat.

It only takes one quiz to test your AQ.

JOHN MADDEN
FOOTBALL "^
WHICH NE

FEATURE MVTYO
A. The "No Huddle" Offense.

|
B. 38 Pro Teams, including

the eight grealest-ever teams

as picked by Madden himself.

C. Halftime show featuring

D. Game stats for players and team

saved on battery back-up.

E. Madden's digitized voice, blasting

out comments like "Boom!

Where'd that truck come from?"

-
I
.' •"

I
„'.

.

~
~j

IN NHLPA

HOCKEY 93, '

A ZAMBONI IS:

A. A naked fan streaking across the ice

B. When the puck gets stuck in the

goalie's jock. ,

'"

C. The grunt you hear when a sti

""

something other than the pufi

D. When the line to the ladies ro

wraps three times.

E. The machine that grooms the i

between periods.

<?

_

QUESTION #3

J*
D

INLHXAnACK
CHOPPER",

theIielicopter is so

top secret that:

m\

A. Pilots have to fly blindfolded,

B. No one has ever seen one in operation.

C. They can only fly at night or on

Superbowl Sunday.

D. They're made of glass so they

don't even cast shadows.

E. The guy that designed the rotor

doesn't know what it goes to.



QUESTION #4•IN BULLS

Q VS LAKERS

AND THE NBA

PLAYOFFS",

mEASPORTSTT-MEmrt

A. A new device lor making

clutch free throws.

B. A dipstick for the locker room

tea service.

C. Jersey size for players over seven

feet tall.

D. A unit to measure how far coaches

throw chairs.

E. A rap version of the Star Spangled

Banner.

I,

QUESTION #7

LOTUS \~,^mLtTM
TURBO CHALLENGE , V,$jf

Wtn
'4\

THE OPERATIVE HF-WORDIS: _^ ^
A. Flatulent. >. igPmf^ an

I FaL MBfe

,

M
11. hast. wvfor • -' './ ' 4 4
E Foul ^Imkvv '/[<•"'' K

ROAD RASH II,

WHICH WEAPONS
CAN YOU CARRY:

A. Clubs and chains.

B. An accordian and a license

to use it.

C. A boom box playing Barry

Manilow's Greatest Hits.

D. A bag of chili pepper suppositories.

E. A dead white poodle named Fiti.



.THINK YOU HAVE A
/IN BIG WITH El

SEND IN YOUR ANSWERS

BELOWTO FIND OUT

HIGH AQ? PROVE II

ECTRONIC ARTS.
IND SEE THE ENTRY FORM

CHATYOUCOULDWIN. ,
-•>

V P
ANSWERS TO THE PRO BOX f

WATCH FOR QUIZ PART 5
for the answers id Quiz Part 4.

FAST FINISHER BONUS

Wear il on yoor sleeve! Free Electronic Aits "EA Attitude"

T-shirts to the first 50 entrants who send in completed

entries. Earliest postmark wins.

PROVE YOU HAVE A HIGH AQ:
Just il out this form and mail it to us. All completed entries quality tor a drawing to win any

3 Genesis games from Electronic Arts, including these hot soon-to-be-released titles:

TONY LARUSSA - Coming soon from EA SPORTS. Play a full season,

BASEBALL" compile player stats, and even choose your dream

team from all the players of the big leagues. The

most realistic baseball game to hit 16-bit!

DESERT STRIKE'" II — A new threat has emerged Irom the jungles ot

South America, and now it's time to win the war on

drugs. Use new vehicles and weapons to battle an

evil Drug Lord in 9 new explosive campaigns.

JAMES POND" III — Pond is back, and welter than ever! This time he's

got the help ot a springy new sidekick, Furrel Frog.

Control fish or Irog in this new exciting adventure

in the James Pond series.

Your Answers

l\ #2 #3 #4 #5 *fi #7

Na™

Ad«SS Apt

City Suit Zip

Daytime Phone Bitthdin (rrarttvftoyeiri

Send completed Duiz to:

AO QUIZ PART 4, Electronic Arcs 1450 Fjsiicr is an: i -,s Sir. Mateo, CA 94404

(Entry must Pe postmarked py 131/93, drawing will be held 4/16/93.

,','.•»
.. .;:;.':;:;.:"'. ":'.

I
would like to be a Genesis game advisor to Electronic Arts. G« me a call sometime.

Erorayees gl Bttm i Ml "i i ague K fu affiliate companies are not eligible.

electronic arts 1
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The sails of the sunken ships hide fahfriends can be selected from

polyps and sharks. Use the man to
J*

screw. Press Burton B after the

find the polyps so you don't wander map. Each friend can help you out

around and become shark tood. « a jam.

Disney's famous Little Mermaid is coming from the silver

screen to your Genesis. This lighthearted adventure stars

Ariel, King Triton and all your favorite characters from the

movie. The evil Sea Witch Ursula's eight arms are reaching

toward King Triton's undersea kingdom, turning all the Mer- Ariel has her magic voice asa"

people into sad little polyps. You play as Ariel or as King weapon.

Triton. Depending on who you choose to be, you must turn

the polyps back into Merpeople and then rescue either

Ariel or Triton from the Sea Witch's Dark Lair.

Use Digger Fish to uncover treasure

in sandy areas.

#^rieliriel Disneys The Little Mer-

maid takes place across four giant

mazelike levels leading to die

Dark Lair. Ariel and King Triton

each have a normal and a super

weapon. Ariel's normal weapon is

her magical voice. Her super

weapon is a big shower of magi-

cal stars. King Triton is armed

with a fireball from his golden tri-

dent. A thunderbolt serves as his

super weapon. You can also call

on Fishfriends to help along the

way Sebastian clears enemies off

the screen, Flounder pushes

obstructions out of your way and

the digger fish digs into sandy

areas to uncover all sons of inter-

esting items. You'll find keys,

hearts to regain your health

meter, plus coins and gems so

you can make purchases.

SB

Under 'da
Sea

Each of the Undersea Levels is a

game unto itself. In the Reef, you'll

encounter big, hungry sharks,

electric eels, spiny sea urchins and

nipping clams. The Sunken Ship

is inhabited by ghostly, pirate

skeletons who fight until they are

just a pile of bones.

The mazelike aspects of the

game are more suitable for older

gamers. But the movie characters

and basic gameplay are oriented

to give younger players a good

gaming experience. Ariel Disneys

The Little Mermaid will have you

humming "Under the Sea" in

no time.

Scuttle's store appears at a different

place in each round. Use your

treasure to stock up on items you

really need.

Treasure Chests can be opened with
a(touch. IAN contain items that will
restore your health meter antfglve

toe bottom right of the first lewl

Press the pause button to call up

rn„^
a
fi.

Screen 'Ishows,netoca-SZTmmmm
Sega Visions • FilHitif 11/ Natch 133!
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Sunset Riders is a strong translation of the arcade hit. It's

a Wild West Shoot 'em up that pits you in a gun-to-gun

series of showdowns against some of the meanest villains

ever to tote a six shooter. One or two players simultane-

ously can collect mucho dinero by tracking down the faces

on the wanted posters. Or just for laughs, you and a friend

may prefer to sling it out as dueling Bounty Hunters in the

Versus Mode.

ich mission is a tunning gun

battle through wesiem territories

full of stacked crates and other

obstacles. In each territory the

gangs of the wanted men wait to

drygulch you, shooting you in the

back or worse. At the end of each

territory you must have a show-

down with the wanted man and

his meanest cohorts. Ifyou take

him down youll collect the boun-

ty. .and go on to a bonus round.

Along the way you'll see

leather pouches containing every-

thing from rapid fire bullets to

money and dynamite. There are

stars that give you access to the

bonus level at the end of each

stage and in many places, money

just lying around for the taking.

Just don't stand around too long

ot youll draw fire from some

itchy irigger-rin^ered rascal.

Sunset Riders has sound and

music that are echos of the Old

West, from ricochets to digitized

'yipees!" You'll find that Sunset

Riders rapid fire action moves as

fast as the Pony Express. Remem-

ber these words... "The reward for

success is cold, hard cash and the

reward for failure is a cold, hard

tombstone." What are you waiting

for? Grab leather...Pilgrim.



GENESIS

Much like Tengen's Dragon's Fury, this is a true pinball title

designed by and for pinball heads. Whether you are a

novice or a fanatic, this vid-pinball cart feels like the real

thing...with effects mundane pinball machines only can

dream about. Criie Ball gives you a wild kind of tunnel-

vision. All the background noise disappears. It's just you

and the balL.and the sound of Criie-zic!

Upper Srreen

•he game table has been broken

down into three sections: top,

middle and bottom. It recreates

the sounds, speed and actual

physics of a steel ball in motion.

You can even put body English on

the table by hitting the B-Button.

Skulls with sandals and green

dreadlocks (Dreadheads) trundle

across (he gates. Bash 'em with (he

ball for extra points.

Crank up
the Volume
As soon as you power up the ball

and let it fly; the weirdness begins.

Criie Ball can be played as nine

"volume levels" (read difficulty lev-

els). Each has a progressively

tougher set of requirements to

meet before you can play the next

level. Things you have to do

include knocking down drop tar-

gets mat read HEAD BANGER and

ROCKROLL, destroying the Dread

Heads, quashing crabula before

Criie Ball will keep the neighbors up

they can stan hatching maggots

(gross!) and demolishing the 18

cerebral Cyclops.

Each volume level has a "way

cool" bonus round with a totally

new game layout. To get there you

have to, among other things,

knock down all the ROCKROLL
andJUMPRAMP targets. You

wind up in a game of what can

only be descnbed as headbanger

vid-pin football.

Pound Craig, Keeper of the Wall to

get a free ball and a chance to

"TUBN UP THE VOLUME"!

Launch off the Jump Bamp to get

into the Bonus Game

Tunes licensed from the Crue

include Dr. Feelgood and Home

Sweet Home. Ifyou like pinball,

metal and Alister Fiend, you'll

have a speaker-blastin' good time

with Crue Ball.

"...Fellow Rockers, don't despair

Don't touch that did, don't cut your

hair

Above the crowdyou 11 hear the cry

"Metal is Too Young to Die!"

"

quote from Metal Mission.

LefrflitifStarlLane

flight HicMart

i Alister Fiend, Criie Mascot, pops up

on the screen from time to time.

The Bonus Game pits you against a

wall lull of skeletons.

Sep Visions • felruarp/Jlarch 1393



Pick a
Round... JllMjBliHil

any Round..
from and back, plus gi\

re

sand extra .lives. Addi-

is include the Rail

ires laser-like beams

of energy back<

Blade Gun, sharp, whirling
supergamers gauntlet ol Kha-

Oss firepower!

Begin your battle against Kha-

Oss by selecting the order of the

first four

:

Oss training ground; Daser. the

1 called Ruin: and a sky

le will automatically put you

1#F#
•srt

Ugmening Force is a 1 „..
.

,

'

' ster that will keep

QUJESX FOB THE IMRBSTHIi

j graphics, action

in control of a high-powered attack ship against the

of the Kha-Oss Legion. Your Lightening Force

i two parts: First you lead an attack to takeout

ry defense weapons. Then you journey to Vios

ch and destroy

I
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Jeopardy is a nice break from action, RPG and sports

games. It's is a family title that is especially fun for all

older gamers and those who like "brain games."

I he graphics of the game have

been digitized directly from the

long-running TV show. The player

icons look like real game show

contestants. And just like the TV
version, each contestant reads the

answer and tries to be the first to

punch a button...if they think they

have the correct response. With the

3 player option, Players 2 and 3

share the second controller and

Player 2 hits the direction pad side.

The three contestants select an

answer from six different cate-

gories and five different dollar

amounts, and must enter the cor-

rect question to win that dollar

amount (an incorrect response

subtracts that value from your

total; thus Jeopardy). You enter

what you think is

the correct response and the com-

puter forms it into a question.

When all 30 of the answers are

questioned, you then go on to

Double Jeopardy with the five dol-

lar totals on each category dou-

bling. At the end of the game there

is a Final Jeopardy category where

you bet any or all of your win-

nings on the final answer. Win

and you double your bet. Lose

and you lose it all. The person

with the highest dollar total wins.

The only drawbacks to Jeopardy

are that you have to enter the

answers by selecting the individ-

ual letters from an alphabet; and

that you cannot pause the game

during a question. Otherwise,

Jeopardy is as much fun as the TV

game.

Jeopardy is a fast-paced family

game for trivia junkies that tests

your knowledge of the world.



Wtl Hy! anot! Ride!
Get Tengen's great hits for your

Genesis'" and you'll do more than

play. Everything's so real, you']

five the action and excitement!

RBI 4 has such awesome anima-

tion, graphics, sound and realistic

play, you'll experience every crack

of the bat, every roar of the crowd

as you play in the big league!

In STEEL TALONSi" feel your

stomach drop,

your hands sweat and your heart

pound as you fly the Army's most

advanced attack helicopter on

'dangerous combat missions!

Fire away in RAMPART ,""

an

explosive game of superb strategy,

graphics and

Buy the full line of Tengen hits at Toys"R" Us,

Kfly-Bee Toys, Target, Cabbage's, Electronics

Boutique, Software Etc. and other fine retailers!

Or call 1-8O0-2-TENGEN to order.

with action on both

sides of the street]

Coming ]an. '93!

xei \jhei \j
VIDEO GAMES=

ml ©1984 Atari Games Corp . Licensed to Tengen. Ira

c. Ml rights reserved. RBI: IM and M9S7 Atari Cam

Tengen, Inc. ©1931 Tengen, In

RAMPART. STEEL TALONS: TM Atari Games Cor

£1992 Te-iigen. Inc. All rights reserved. Saga, Genesis an
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iga Enterprises. Ltd.



GENESIS

,,'\Yy LHt
WWF Super Wrestlemania is the hard-pinning hit Hulksters

have been waiting for. Eight of your favorite wrestlers go
toe to toe in one-on-ones, tag team, four-on-four survivor

series and Championship rounds. One-player or head-to-

head with your bud, either way you're in control. The bell is

sounding on your personal ring war.

Heavy
Muscle
Moves

Before the opening bell, you

choose among three difficulty lev-

els, one- or two-player mode, the

type of match and your wrestlers.

The roster includes some of the

greatest wrestlers ever to mash an

opponent on a turnbuckle: Randy

Savage, Irwin R. Schyster, The

Ultimate Warrior, Shawn

Michaels, Papa Shango, Ted Dlbi-

ase— The Million Dollar Man,

The British Bulldog and last but

by no means least , the king him-

self, Hulk Hogan, Hulkmania has

never been better.

the ring. Each of the contenders

has his own special move activat-

ed by pushing both A and C but-

tons: The Ultimate Warriors

Gorilla Slam isn't wrestling mon-

keyshines, Schysters Write Off is

right on, Hulksters Leg Drop

makes pressed meat out of your

opponent and the Million Dollar

Man's Million Dollar Dream

becomes your opponents million-

dollar nightmare.

The bell has sounded. The fre-

netic fans lean into the ropes as

the battle of the behemoths

begins. Match time! Give 'em

something to scream about.

Come off (lie turnbuckle with a Fly-

ing Elbowdrou by climbing up, then

pressing Button C.

When you are locked up with your

opponent, press Button A for a

vicious headbutt

opponent to the ropes. When
your opponent is down, try out

your elbow drops, stomps and

flying elbow drops. You can even

do a full crash. The action is

definitely not limited to the can-

vas. Bodies will spill in and out of

In Tag Team matches, your partner

will hack you up it you get into a tight

jam early in the match.

Play as the top wrestlers in the

game!

The moves are straight out of

the ring. When both wrestlers are

standing, you can punch, kick,

run with a flying drop-kick finish

and lock up your opponent.

When you're locked up you have

access to a new set of moves. Do a

killer body slam, brain-numbing

headbutt, suplex and toss your Get your opponent down and press

Button B for a brutal Elbowdrap.



he Duel mode is a non-stop

cybernetic slugfest; may the best

metallic brawler win. You can

play against the computer,

against a friend or with your bud

against the computer for a two-

cm-two cyber clash that will rock

the galaxy

Making the
£^*v

Perfect
Machine

Inflict enough damage on your oppo-

nent and you can really tear him

apart.

The Assembly Room allows you to

select from over 200 combinations

ot cyborg components to build your

perfect warrior. Use the D-Button to

preview the Hand, Body and Leg

styles available. Hands give you dif-

ferent weapon capabilities. Bodies

offer varying amounts ot armor pro-

tection. Legs control the speed and

jumping ability of your warrior.

Combat!

Cyborg Justice is the ultimate hand-to-hand, future-combat

challenge. You build powerful cyborg warriors from over

200 combinations of armor, legs and weapons...each

unique battler ready to hammer their opponents into galac-

tic junk. The action takes place across alien landscapes

filled with death traps. There are two modes, Arcade and

Duel. Arcade mode pits you against 16 levels featurings

progressively tougher cyborgs. Each level has sets of three

opponents-plus a cyborg boss. You must fight all three on

one strength meter, which is restored between sets.

Boss Cyborgs ate the toughest and

most heavily armored of all. They'll

discharge their big weapons first,

before attacking hand-to-hand.

Hands
Normal Hand

Launch Hand

The Front Kick is the most effective

lighting maneuver in the game.
Force your opponents onto Death

Traps. Their strength meters wilt be

eroded, saving yours (or the next

battle.

To cross the chasm, move to the

edge and lump, tn mid-air, kick

yourself higher. Land safely and

keep on fighting.

flK
The saw can cut oil cyborg

arms and legs.

This hot hand will put vour

opponents into meltdown.

#&£3BSKS



World of Illusion

'fejEK3Btt&

Mickey, Donald and all your favorite Disney characters

have returned to Genesis in a sequel to the highly popular

Castle of Illusion. This time, apprentice magicians Mickey

and Donald discover an old magic box. Of course the

adventurous duo have ventured inside...and fallen back

into the magical, mysterious World of Illusion. The evil wiz-

ard won't let them leave until they pass the tests of each

magical area. And of course, in the World of Illusion, noth-

ing is as it seems!

Keep the bubble of air away from

sharp, spiny objects by pressing Bu

ton c tor upward motion.

"?" bags contain items that increase

your life meter and help you in many

W3US - mP \i

A missed jump in the cloud-tilled sky will send you tumbling. The small clouds will hold your weight for only a few seconds. Larger clouds are more stable and
some even move you around! Watch out tor mini-tomadoes.

GO
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G H M E GERR
wrench to assemble an amazing

arsenal of rifles, launchers, mor-

tars, bazookas and grenades. Each

weapon platform has a different

range. Mix and match parts to

ensure the meanest weapons are at

your disposal.

In the hit feature film, he was where every kid wanted to

be: Home Alone. Now Kevin brings his arsenal of tricks to

the small screen. Home Alone Game Gear will keep you on

the run as you try to foil the Wet Bandits and collect items

to arm yourself in the process.

I ou, as Kevin, try to outsmart

the bad guys as they cruise around

the neighborhood, burglarizing

empty homes. You have about a

Inner lubes give you an extra spi

to reach high items. Find them

under snowmen.

u canjum|

e house (to help yoi

il items on high

d batteries to juice up

your sled's limited power,

Plow through snowmen with the

sled to find torches and other

useful Items.

jou'U get caught in your own

ipsttfour weapon is a BB gun or

ur homemade

.provided you've picked

.enough of the correct parts.

Press the Start button to access the

Weapons screen. If you've collect-

ed parts in each of the three boxes

across the bottom, you can use the

The Weapons screen displays

your choice ot available weapons

and tools.

The parts for weapons include

things only a kid would find valu-

able: crossbows, rubber bands,

balloons, snowballs and BBs. The

parts will appear inside the houses

in unusual places, so be on the

lookout for flashing items.

Keep tabs on the Loot meter at

the top of the screen. When it's

full, the burglars have ransacked a

house.. .and you've disappointed

the neighbors, in Beginner mode,

you've got 20 minutes to foil the

crooks (40 minutes in Expert) and

save the five houses before the

police arrive. You're a kid. Who
needs the coppers, anyway?

Set traps in houses to get the Wet

Bandits. The entrances are good

places lo begin.

To Catch 3
Thief

You've got to enter the house to set

traps. This is where your kid's

sense ofjustice can prevail. Scatter

marbles at the top of the stairs,

drop gooey tar just inside the front

door or turn the heat on with a

blow torch.

Once the crooks are inside,

you have to defend yourself with

more than just your kid-smarts.

Lead the crooks on a wild-goose

chase toward the traps. Be alert or .-sssSssr



Chahan's spin attack works well on

Hying enemies.

Chakan The Forever Man is a hot adventure game based

closely on the Genesis title. Hie key aspects are magic,

swordplay and the ability to enter many worlds from the

Center of Time. Chakan, arrogant warrior, challenged Death

to a duel and won. The reward for his victory? Eternal life.

But you can't cheat Death. Now Chakan must wander in

agony, haunted by the pain of Death's victims, until all the

beasts of darkness have been destroyed.

Chakans main weapons are

demon, then attach. Tou'll open up

the passageway. Lose your lite meter and Death's

Ferry will take you bach to the Navi-

gation Screen.

our adventure starts at the

Navigation level. Each portal leads

to an elemental realm that Chakan

must conquer.

The
Elements of

Magic
Access the Alchemy screen by

pressing stan during play to call up

a list of Alchemies possible with the

potions you have. Alchemies can:

summon Death to return you to^
the Navigation Level, slow down

enemies for a time, destroy or dam-

age all the enemies on screen,

shield you from injur); make you

invisible, double your weapons

power and even completely heal all

your injuries.

^^
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the very deadly Twin Swords.

Along the way you'll find weapons

for other uses: the Fire Swords, Ice

Swords, and lastly the Lightning

Swords, which throw out scorch-

ing bolts of electricity.

In addition, Chakan has some

great techniques. He can roll to

quickly avoid enemies or to get

through narrow passages. There's a

jump Spin that occurs when you

hitjump twice, for a high spinning

leap. The Jump Spin Attack is the

Jump Spin plus the sword button,

for a serious slicing spin.

Any gamer who likes magic

and swordplay in their button-

pounding sessions will End

Chakan a perfect adventure gan

to go.

n
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ing ihe Dov

inns to pinpoint the

Enroute, you may i

Alien-
Blasting
Arsenal

Alien 3 grabs gamers with the same intensity that the hit

film of the same name grabbed audiences. Ripley's on a

self-appointed seek and destroy mission...seek out and

rescue the prisoners taken captive by the aliens and

destroy as many aliens as possible in the process.

Fall off the treadmill and you'll wind The radar will spot offscreen ene-

up in the refinery fires. Jump with mies, giving you a second or two of

the D-Button Left la make Ihe ledge, warning before they attach.

DMEB3TT
ladder and lo the left in Mission 1.

Force aliens into a corner by firing

diagonally with Ihe machine gun,

then keep firing until they are toast!

You can't run from facehuggers.

Shoot them on the run. You don't

have time to stop and strategize.

.

-, F i i:>le«
/ fa i lee t c
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Super Off Road has chewed up the track on game systems

coast to coast. The Game Gear version is no exception.

This one- or twopiayer gear-to-gear game revs your RPMs

to the max with high-speed, dirt-track stadium racing. It

offers a choice of races that put a new spin on "fun on the

run." You drive gut-jarring dirt tracks, four-wheel over

jumps, splash through water, slide through mud and

engage in a little friendly demolition. Survive four laps and

you could be steering your mean machine into the winner's

circle. C'mon, strap yourself into the cab! The flag is about

to drop!

Start Your
Engines!

Sixteen blistering tracks put your

racing mettle to the pedal. If real-

life racing tests your instincts and

physical limits, this fast-ti

game challenges you wit'

track obstacles, dirt mi

water traps that ev*» p:

can appreciate. S<

cles can steer yi

earnings

You collecl

and extra cot

shocks, acceleration and higher

top speed. Don't bother to save

money as this wont help you win

the next race. Half the fun of this

game is flying off the ramps and

hitting the water traps, but try to

avoid them as they will slow you

down. The more obstacles you

miss, the faster the race.

Ifyou've got a bud with a

Game Gear, the added competi-

tion of playing each other adds to

Super Off Road's driving chal-

lenge. Hit the din and may the

best driver win.

Hit the jumps hard to gel as much

distance as you can, before a series

ot them slow you down.

you need to drive taster and hug (he

turns. You can turn in your credit tor

$200,000.

Cash bags lying on the track can add

$10,000 or more to your winnings,

i upgrade your

Oversteering will put you into the

walls more often than you can

atford...tl you wantto win.

Jumps may look wild, but could land

you In a water trap and slow you

down. The best time wins the race.

during the races by driving over

them. Blast through U-shaped

hairpins by pressing Button 1 , the

accelerator button, then punch

Button 2 to hit the Nitro once

you've hit the straightaway This

short-lived atomic blast of energy

will rocket you into the lead.

off with three lives,

time one of the computer-

racers beats you across

you lose a life. After

Speed

You

Super Oft Road is won in the corners.

It's the best place to knock your

opponents off-course...and the best

place for you to get knocked off.

1&&"
**?:>

Nitro gives you a burst ot speed. You

can buy it in the Speed Shop or find

It as a power-up on the tracks.

-S5SSSS-*rss.-
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Tape up your hands. Lace up the gloves. Bite down on your

mouthpiece. You are about to go glove-to-glove with Evan-

der Holyfield and 15 other boxers in a first-person slugfest

of champions. Evander Holyfield's "Real Deal" Boxing

brings a whole new perspective to the Game Gear. You box

your opponents in first person, with your gloves in front of

you on the screen.

5S*i——•

me Create screen lels you selecl all

make him loo strong in one area
You'll leave him weak in all others.

Soften your opponent with bodv
Ulnws, then go for the head.

a. You can choose faces, with

;

lone, ihc color of your [n the

gmers trunks.. .even right- or left- The

andedness! And you c

jur fighter with a
|

' *^.:
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FUN ON THE GO!
When you're on the go, you

want fun, action and excite-

ment to tag along with you.

And the oniy way to do that

is to get these five great hits

for your Game Gear'"!

PRINCE OF PERSIA
gives you non-stop action and

adventure, featuring the most

fluid and realistic animation

ever seen on your Game Gear!

SUPER SPACE INVADERS"
ready to rock the world again—

with new power-ups,

weapons.

shields,

awesome

graphics and

I waves of ever-

f
descending

: aliens trying to

take over Earth!

PAPERBOY"
:

' delivers hilarious

fun as you wreak

mischief across

town on your bike!

MARBLE
MADNESS" will

drive you nuts as you guide

a marble along mind-blowing

mazes to the finish line!

KLAX is one tough brainteaser! And

the toughest part is pulling yourself

away from this mesmerizing game!

Buy the full line of Tengen hits at Toys"R" Us,

Kay-Bee Toys, Target, Babbage's, Electronics

Boutique, Software Etc. and other fine retailers!

Or call 1-800-2-TENGEN to order.

TENGEN
=VIDEO GAMES=

PAPERBOY: TM and si 984 Atari Games Corp. Licensed 10 Tengen. Inc. ©1992

sngen, Inc. All rights reserved. KLAX. and MARBLE MADNESS: TM Alari Games

"erp.: Ivirjisird lu Tiriigcn. Inc. ='1992 Tengen, Inc. All righls reserved. PRINCE

OF PERSIA- '/-19B9. 1990.1991 Jordan Meclmcr: uryiiully [n:t: shsfi in !h:

SA by Broderbund Software, Inc. SUPER SPACE INVADERS: TM. 1991 Taito

Corp. Sega and Game Gear are trademarks of Sega Enlerprises, Ltd.



video clips and the awesome

power to direct, edit and produce

your own music videos.

At Sony Imagesoft, we're

revolutionizing the video gaming

world with a totally unreal lineup of

games tor the Sega-CD. We're the

first to put the power of music

video creation in your hands with

two music video games featuring

smash music artists Kris Kross

and C+C Music Factory. They'll

blow you away with incredible CD

sound, digitized live-action music

SONY

IMAGESOFT

Sewer Shark, our action-shooter,

takes you to a new realm of game

play. Digital video of live actors and

CD sound put you in the cockpit of

this (light simulation shooter. Set in

rat-infested sewers following a

nuclear holocaust, you'll team up

with ace sewer-jockey Ghost to

transport supplies to human

outposts. Your mission's clear:

deliver the goods and fry the rats.

Miss a turn and you're history. But

make it all the way . . . and you're in

Solar City, maxin' out to beaches,

babes and awesome rays.

We've also taken Chuck Rock and

our own movie-based Hook and

powered them up for the Sega-CD.

With nine more levels than our 1
6-

bit version, plus incredible new

:aariryMafcfl Your Own Mie — .

.

iiillcKD. US Angles. CA SHWSony IrUffltsoll arc) lira

Inc. Sewer Shark davflFoped far Son, IrngariB

animation, Chuck Rock is

definitely gonna kick butt and take

names. And Hook for the Sega-CD,

which features digitized scenes

from the movie, never-before-

seen computer graphics of Hook's

ship, and CD-quality audio from

the film soundtrack, takes our

critically acclaimed 16-bit game to

the next level. So if you're looking

sir Factory appear awnes* a' C

for a totally new, totally unreal

video game experience, yoi

found it. From Sony I

It's a whole new game

SEGA

Imagesoft.

SAME.

ram
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The year was 1 95 1 . Truman was president , baggy

pants and pedal-pushers were the fashion statements

of the day, and the booming post-war population was

hungry lor entertainment. This was also the first year

of operation ofService Games Japan Co., Ltd., a small

Japanese company spci iaiizing in the import, sale,

operation and development ofjukeboxes and coin-

operated game machines. At a time when the vacuum

tube still reigned supreme, Service Games stood at

the cutting edge ot available tec tinning' Products

ranged fromjukeboxes and air-hockey tables, to elec-

tric punching bags and pinball machines.

Business grew steadily. Then, in 1965, Service

Games merged with Rosen Enterprises, Ltd. (founded

inJapan by American David Rosen), to become

SEGA Enterprises Japan, its new name derived from

SErvice GAmes. SEGAs mission: to provide the world

with the latest in electric amusement games. In 1969,

SEGA Enterprises was acquired by the U.S.-based

Gulf+ Western Industries, and continued to expand

rapidly

Throughout these changes in ownership and control,

the SEGA division of Gulf + Western continued to

pursue its original mission, which by now included

the "new" electronic and video games. By 1983,

SEGA had introduced a number of imponant "firsts,"

including the first laser disk game (Sega Astron Belt),

^^HPf SBQB
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the first 3-D video game (Sub-Roc-3D), and the first

consumer video game machine (the SG- 1000, a pre-

cursor of the Master System, available in Japan).

InApril 1984, SEGA EnterprisesJapan was pur-

chased from Gulf + Western by a partnership made

up of CSK (the original Consumer Services Corpora-

tion) and Sega Enterprises Japan management, to

become a pan of the CSK Group—Japans leader in

the information services industry. By 1986, 5EGA

Enterprises, Ltd.s stock was listed over the counter on

the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

That same year a new subsidiary was formed—
SEGA of America, Inc.— to adapt and market video

• products to the rapidly expanding North Amer-

ican market. SEGA of America was quick to recognize

that subde (but significant) differences existed

between the American and theJapanese markets, and

that what was needed was a product development

group focusing on the American consumer. As a

result, SEGA of Americas chaner was soon ej

to include development of hardware and software

products specifically intended for North America.



In 1989, SEGA of America was the first company to

offer an affordable 16-bit video game system to the

American market. Priced at % 189.95, the Sega Gene-

sis soon became the hottest-selling game system in

the country By 1992, Genesis was not only the

hottest-selling video game system, it was number one

on the Toy and Hobby best-seller list of all toys and

games nationwide. The quality of its graphics and

animation, together with its rapidly expanding library

of games (over 250 by the end of 1992), guaranteed

its survival in a highly competitive market. Oh...and

let's not forget Sonic The Hedgehog. That little guy

with the spin attack and the cocky attitude quickly

became Sega's mascot, and a symbol of its tireless

energy

During the late 1980s, the growing fountain of

video game systems and software tides offered by

SEGA Enterprises whetted the appetite of a booming

international market, taking SEGA to worldwide

prominence , and establishing it as the worlds second

largest vendor of consumer video game products. By

1990, SEGA Enterprises, Ltd.'s stock was listed on the

prestigious First Tier of the Tokyo Stock Exchange.



Today; SEGA Enterprises Ltd., operating out of

japan, includes the highly successful SEGA of Ameri-

ca, Inc. and the equally formidable SEGA of Europe,

Ltd. (also established in 1986). In all, Sega's products

are now sold in more than 44 countries, with more

than 50,000 Sega coin-operated arcade machines dot-

ting the planet, And the number of active video game

machines Sega has distributed now numbers in the

millions. Sega, like McDonalds, may soon have to

sport a changeable sign— "xxx Billion Served"!

The company today is a $2 billion-plus world-

wide powerhouse— a trend-setting developer and

marketer of the latest and greatest in \ideo game

products. And Sega has maintained its pledge to pur-

sue the most technologically cutting-edge and afford-

able products possible, through an extensive research

and development program. In keeping with the cor-

porate motto, "Creativity is Life," more than one-

fourth of Segas staff are active in developing new

hardware and software products.

From the earliest pinball and air-hockey machines

to the sizzling new Sega CD, Sega has evolved from a

small speck swirling in the gaming universe to a mighty

sun radiating life into much of the gaming world. And

wherever the cutting edge of technology should take

us, Sega plans to continue its quest for excellence in

entenainment, taking us all to The Next Level.
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Why a game about dolphins?

Humans are intrigued by dolphins, by their intelligence and ability to communicate with each other. Also the sea as an envi-

ronment is a pretty interesting contrast to other video games. Most dangerous places aren't beautiful or inviting. But the sea is.

Dolphin
Why the name Ecco?

Ecco is a homonym for Echo. And in Italian it means "I see." So it's a good name for a game where the players use sound to see and

communicate. Ecco must use his echolocation to find and rescue his tamily. Communication is the basis for the entire game.

without ever
How did you make the dolphin motion so lifelike?

Our first task was to duplicate the "feel" of a swimming dolphin. It wasn't easy. The dolphin began as a simple stick figure

while we worked on its movement. We created a menu of the physical laws ot gravity, water viscosity, and momentum,

then we fine-tuned it for months until we felt it was absolutely perfect. In fact, Ecco has been redesigned nine times.

winding up in a can
So the realism was important?

Yeah. We wanted the motion to be so realistic that the player would feel like he was actually the dolphin. The action of the

game is so different from other video games that most new players will be totally blown away until they get a feel for it.

It's a bit like learning a new sport. And I have one last bit of advice for everyone. Look beyond your eyes with your song.
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He ratlg had the opportunity to spend an

afternoon with Eric Martin, the lead singer of

the multi-platinum rock band Mr. Big. This is

Mind. JusrTahe Mu Heart , and me number one

SECA VISIONS: First of all congratulations on the

success of the "Lean Into It" album. The hit single To

Be With You has obviously increased your visibility

with more than your MTV fans. Did you ever think it

would become that popular?

Eric Martin: No I didn't I wrote 7b Be With You 1 0,

maybe 1 5 years ago. It was just one of a number of

acoustic songs I wrote as a teenager. I was really sur-

prised when Mr. Big decided to do it Even then I

didn't think it would be a hit - 1 just thought it would

make a nice little closing number for the album.

- <: You just came off a road tour recently. How did

that go?

'" Pretty wonderful, especially when you have a hit

single. New Year's Eve in Colorado, we played To Be

With You and everyone lit matches like they do for

the big boys. It was just complete madness and

excitement

SV: What's the best and worst tiling about touring?

-: - There are a few thousand worst things about

touring. It's like one big Friday the 1 3th camping trip

that just never ends. Probably the worst thing now
that I'm married is that I don't get to spend as much

time with my wife. The good thing about touring is

playing in front of thousands of people. That
1

s a rush

like no other.

AV
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If you thinkyou have what it takes to edit, mix and create your own explosive,

high-impact, incredibly cool, absolutely new

music videos for mega rap act Kris Kross and

global super group C+C Music Factory

.

. What
. AA/aiting^y°u fori

Just lock and load one of our revolutionary new compact discs into your Sega CD

Strap yourself in. And get ready to experience a

massive rush of intense wall-to-wail sound, digitized live-action video and

in-your-face challenges by real artists or a celebrity veejay. All you need to

make your own |] <J head bangin' videos is awesome talent andEH'
lightning-fast reflexes. You control it all as you select, edit, slice and dice. You're working with hundreds of

clips from real music videos, movies and never-before-seen video footage - all in synch with dizzying special effects and the

music ever. Wrap it up and get your grade, K~ - r3 sl,aiSht

the artists themselves. Kris Kross and C+C Music Factory—two

interactive music videos from Sony Imagesoft for Sega CD.

- :a
SEGA

js*n



SV: What was your most embarrassing moment in

front of a crowd?

EM: Oh, I remember exactly. I'm at the Los Angeles

Forum, one of the biggest gigs I've done in my
career. We're talking 20,000+ seater - 1 mean the

Lakers play there! We're about to close the show

with Addicted to That Rush. I've been singing this

song for two, three years now, but when I got out

there, I forgot the words, completely!

I went up to Billy, who wrote the song and said

"Help me, Billy, I can't remember the

words." He goes, "l-l-l don't know 'em"

and he leaves. I go over to to Paul, and

he gives me a Homer Simpson "Dote!"

and he leaves. I look over to Pat and he

says, 'You're on your own!." So 1 pre-

tended the microphone was out -

1

faked tapping on it A roadie comes

out, grabs my mike, grabs another

one, chops it onto the cord and goes

"Check, Check, Check" into the mike

and gives it back to me. I put the

mike up to my lips but only dust

comes out I was standing in a state

panic and all I could hear

the crowd laughing.

SV: How do you spend your time between shows?

EM: Well, Billy, Pat and Paul practice constantly.

When we play coliseums I run up and down the

stairwells in the afternoons for an hour or two and

then sit in the back of the tour bus playing video

games.

SV: Do a lot of musicians play video games?

K'
:
I'd say probably all of them do, because there

isn't that much to do when you're traveling 800

miles between gigs. Thafs what they do.. ;sleep, play

video games or practice.

SV: What special practicing do you do on the road?

EM: I always get in at least two hours of practice a

day. I sing to a vocal tape, I gotta do it before every

show.

SV: What types of games do you like?

EM: I like sports games a lot

SV: What are your favorite Sega games?

EM: SportsTalk Baseball and I love this game Green-

dog. I just can't believe the dialogue you guys come

up with. Ifs hilarious; ifs like you're playing a little sit-

com or something.

SV: Was there a single moment when you knew that

you'd made it?

EM: No, you never really "arrive" even if you think

you do. You are only King of the Hill for a little while,

if you ever really get there. But if it all folded tomor-

row, I would still be very proud of myself and what I

have achieved.

:
How long does it usually take you to make an

album?

EM: Only about a month and a half, maybe two

months. Believe it or not the longest part of the

process in making a Mr. Big album is the album

cover.

SV: Do you have any words of advice or encourage-

ment for aspiring musicians?

EM: Yes. Play all the time, play gigs all the time. Ifs

great to make tapes and all that stuff, but your key is

to play live. The audience is your best critic; they tell

you if you need to go back to the drawing board and

do it all again. If you're really serious about ft like I

am, don't give up.
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300 SERIES MODEL 101

SYSTEM ACTIVATED

30 PROGRAM OVERRIDE

MISSION DIRECTIVES]

!
MISSION ONE - LA, 2029

DESTROY ENDOSKELETONS

I AND HKSiit

'DEFEND HUMAN HIDEOUT

PENETRATE SKYNET

ENTER TIME FIELD

MISSION TWO TODAY
- PROTECTlOIDHNiCONNOR

DESTROY CYBERDYNE

TERMINATE MIMETIC

WEAPONS - SELECT

» RAPID FIRE MACHINE (

» ROCKET LAUNCHER

» 10 GAUGE SHOTGUN

RELENTLESS POLSE-

POONOINC ACTION OF

#1 ARCADE SMASH...

WITH OR WITHOOT

THE SEGA MENACER!
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tames in tfiis section are rated on

a hundred point scale on each of

five categories: Graphics. Sound 6

Nosic.Plan Controls. Depth & Chal-

lenge, and Overall Fun. These rat-

ings are based on the intensive

testing and evaluation carried out

bq opt reviews and game coun-

sellors Ratings are interpreted as

follows

Genesis

Pigskin Football

This is medieval Football with an

altitude—a rugby-like game

Conan would have enjoyed. As

the captain of a cut-throat foot-

ball gang, ah, team, you can

punch, choke, spear, and even

The Great

Waldo Search

The question of the century:

where is that wily Waldo? That

funny looking guy with the bot-

tle-cap glasses and the winter

hat? And why can't it be this

hard to find your little sister? In

this highly visual game, ideal for

players with sharp eyes and great

perseverance, your goal is to find

axe opposing players on your

way to the end zone—all while

directing the temperament and

actions of your team. Just

remember that because this

more closely resembles a game

of foot-brawl, a well-placed fist

Waldo among the strange and

bizarre people crowding a vari-

ety of scenes. A timer puts pres-

sure on your search, but finding

an occasional clock can give you

more time. Finding Waldos

wacky dog also lets you play a

can achieve more than a well-

timed

On the minus side, although

the concept was a little out of the

ordinary, we found the execution

to be average at best. In particu-

lar, we were not impressed with

the play controls or the overall

play value.

second, action-oriented, sce-

nario. This game is ideal for the

younger (four to eight years) set,

who can have some interactive

fun before their hand-eye skills

have fully developed.

Genesis

Pro Am

The latest in hot racing games!

Features oil slicks, pop-up walls,

and a slew of aggressive oppo-

nent cars, all dedicated to keep-

ing you out of the top three

winning positions. Picking up

items on the road helps you go

faster, but fast reflexes and a

steely nerve are essential qualities

for would-be champions in this

one-player game. Twenty-four

levels keep the action fresh,

though you'll probably be sweat-

ing long before crossing the

finish line!

We had a lot of fun with this

one.
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Indiana Jones and Uncharted Super Battle

the Last Crusade Waters Tank

Cal Ripkin

A blade in the hands of a sword

master flashes before your

eyes—but this time you don't

have a gun. As Indiana Jones,

you're armed only with your

trusty and versatile whip, as you

battle your way through five

dazzling levels in search of the

Holy Grail, solving puzzles along

Your goal, as usual, is to take

over the world; but in this game

you have to use long-term strate-

gy and your wily crafty ways to

succeed. Build different ships to

sail onward into exciting new

the way. This time, you need the

Grail to save your kidnapped

father, Indy Senior! Run, jump,

fight, whip, and swing your way

to the end of each level, where

you'll have to defeat increasingly

General (Desert) Fox has a furi-

ous sequence of 10 levels for you

and your trusty tank crew to

complete. There's some human

fungus sprouting up all over the

arid Arabian deserts, and it's

your job to clean house. Tanks

and helicopter, with their eye-

popping digital graphics and

lands. Meet new people, estab-

lish crucial contacts, trade and

buy goods, and strive to become

famous as you circle the globe

on various missions. Investing

money helps you gain respect

and alliances within

gruesome and deadly bosses.

Detailed graphics, and realistic

animation (especially the biting

lash ofyour whip), make search-

ing for the Holy Grail an unholy

pleasure.

There may be better looking

baseball games out there, but

few have such great gameplay

and stunning, digitized charac-

ters. Choose from three different

fields, and several modes

arcade-quality movements, are

out to blow you away You've got

to clear the rabble out quickly,

and wreak havoc on Scud

launchers, chemical dumps, and

enemy convoys. Visit the realistic

looking Homebase to

including the Homerun Contest,

Regular Game, and Password

Game (which lets you pick up

where you left off). A wide vari-

ety of well-designed menu

screens let you make your choic-

es easily, and really help you stay

different countries. And you'll

need all the help you can get, for

free ranging pirates can attack

without warning. You must be

willing to do battle at all times,

but more likely than not, its

superior planning and intelli-

gence that will lead you toward

victory

in control. The digitized screens

of Cal are a special bonus!

replenish weapons and repair

your wounds. Daytime and

nighthme modes keep things

interesting out among the bar-

ren, deadly dunes. We found this

one to be a lot of fun.
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Road Rash II Chase HQ II Superman Madden 93

This super-pumped-up version

of the original will get your

blood going. You're again racing

for money on a lightning-quick

motorcycle, jostling up against

some seriously mean dudes

while trying to advance into suc-

cessive levels by qualifying in

win, place, or show. With nitro

bikes the action runs faster, scal-

ing has improved, you can now
use chains as weapons, theres

more cops and hills, and the

wipe-outs are truly spectacular.

In fact, we liked everything

about this game except for the

somewhat monotonous music.

Five tracks (five different levels),

passwords, and one or two play-

er (split screen competitive) keep

your options flexible.

Have you ever felt likejumping

into a Ferran, jamming it up to

185 or so, and bashing your ene-

mies oil the hi^iw.iv? II vow:

answer is yes, then this game is

definitely for you. As a member

of an elite undercover police

team you choose one of three

high performance vehicles to

intercept criminals and ram their

get-away cars off the crowded

roads. And we do mean crowded

— with this much action, you

can bash and smash to your

hearts content. The only draw-

back comes for the pyrotechni-

cally oriented— the cars carry

no weapons, so success or

flaming failure relies purely on

guts and driving skill.

The "Man of Steel" comes to the

Genesis with five levels of action-

packed adventure. Yourjob as

the ultimate superhero is to per-

fonn a variety of daring rescue

missions, like saving Lois Lane

from the clutches of the evil Mr.

Mxyzptlk, But you'd better be

careful! The aforementioned

(and unpronounceable) evil one

has the nasty habit of suddenly

appearing when least expected.

Fortunately, you're given a choice

of super powers which includes

either heat vision or the mighty

sonic punch. With challenging

game play and detailed graphics,

this video adaptation of the

comic book classic will appeal to

would-be heroes of all ages.

I f you thought you'd seen it all

with last years successful Mad-

den '92, you'd better brace your-

self for the arrival of Madden "93.

Now, not only can you choose

from any of the standard 28

teams, but you can also choose

from 8 of the greatest teams of all

time! Like Miami 72 or Oak

land 76. In addition, you can

opt for an all-Madden team of

superstars or even Madden's ulti-

mate team called (not suprising-

ly) All Madden Greats,

composed of superstars from the

past. New plays include a "kill

the ball" play and the "no huddle

offense". A much improved sta-

tistics screen at the end closes

what is sure to be another hit

from FA

y Electronic Arts

Category: Driving

Players: Single, 2P (Comp)

Category: Driving/Flying

By Electronic Arts

Category: Sports

Players: Single, 2P (Comp)

SOUND/MUSIC 63

CONTROLS/GAME PLAY 73

SOUND/MUSK

CONTROLS/GAME PLAY CONTROLS/GAME PLAY

SOUND/MUSIC

CONTROLS/GAME PLAY 77
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Andre Agassi

You control one of six different

players (two gals, four guys)

with individual attributes, storm-

ing your way through singles,

doubles, tournaments, skins

games, or practice games. In

Indy Heat

You've entered the furious world

of professional racing, where

only the winners get to keep

burning rubber. This racer has

the intensity of Off Road, but

with Indy cars, smooth pave-

ment, and relentless pit crews.

You have to complete 10 tracks

in one year, and you have to

most of the games you're playing

standard tennis; but in the skins

games, every one of your strokes

counts for money. Hammer one

down the baseline and you're a

little richer; miss and you can

feel your pocket lighten.

Players: Single, 2P(Comp)

finish first in points in all 10

races to win the year. Winning,

of course, means money, and

money can bring a whole spec-

trum of improvements: better

tires, engines, brakes, turbos, pit

crews and even a better driver.

While we found the graphics

to be well above average, we

thought the play controls took

some getting used to. We rated it

about average on Overall Fun.

The Illinois tracks are a piece of

cake, but watch out for the

treacherous twists and narrow

turns in California. This is a very

fast game, and requires both a

quick eye and shrewd decisions.

By Tradewest

SOUND/MUSIC

CONTROLS/GAME PLAY 63

Tyrants

You are a demi-god, trying to

evolve a civilization you have

created from scratch. In true

demi-god style, your goal is

nothing less than control of the

entire world. But such things

Leaderboard

Golf

Leaderboard Golf offers four of

the greatest golf courses avail-

able. Use the helpful advice of

your caddie (great digitized

voice), or forgo his help and

make a dismal mess of things all

by yourself. Options include up

to a four player game (one or

take time. You need to mine

minerals, design a sophisticated

spectrum of offensive and defen-

sive weapons, and then deploy

them in various types of

battlefields. Ifyou keep winning,

your loyal subjects become

mm

fc**

SOUND/MUSIC

CONTROLS/GAME PLAY

two people, one or two comput-

er foes), and multiple competi-

tion levels, tee set up practice,

and friendly or tournament

games. The graphics are nothing

new, but the digitized voices, and

helpful screen-in-screen scaling

to show the location of the ball,

give this golfgame the solid feel

of a 350 yard drive.

smarter and your weaponry

becomes more sophisticated.

Spears, catapults, and crossbows

are replaced by planes, tanks, and

nukes! A digitized voice gives you

helpful hints and reminders while

you're planning strategy. There

are 27 battlefields (nine levels) to

thoughtfully rampage through.

By Virgin Games

Category: Strategy

Players: Single, 2 Player (Alt)

:

60

DEPTH & CHALLENGE 71

OVERALL FUN ,
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Genesis Genesis

Outlander Pro Quarterback James Bond

Lotus Turbo

Last issue's Fast Takes included

this title with (oh no!) the wrong

ratings. So in fairness to our

dedicated readers (who need to

know the truth), the games pub-

lisher (who needs the truth to be

known) and our editorial staff

(who just want to get on with

their lives), we are running the

ratings again. We apologize for

the confusion.

Imagine a post-holocaust

world where mohawked motorists

rumble across deserted high-

ways in search of priceless fuel

and water. Lots of killer explo-

sions and massive wipe-outs is

the name of this game. We rated

this one high on Graphics and

Overall Fun.

By Software Toolworks

Your options in this super-kinet-

ic, smash'n'crash football game

include one or two players, 28

different teams, and a slick array

of plays—ranging from the sim-

ple to the ultra-complex. The

game action is fast and furious

(vertical scrolling), and the

graphics detailed enough that

you can almost see your players

sweat. Receivers and defensive

backs can leap through the air to

catch passes, you can try block-

ing field goals and punts, and on

especially good plays you can sit

back and gloat as the computer

runs a replay

Category: Sports

Players: Single, 2P (Compete)

A penguin with a gun? Nope,

you're just the suave and tuxedo-

clad 007, shooting and dodging

your way through five killer lev-

els—all to save the girl, of

course. Oh yes, and along the

way you'll have to battle innu-

merable henchman, vanquish

the formidable and metal-

mouthed jaws, and blow up a

few bases. Piece of cake for a

super agent. The controls could

be a little tighter, but the

graphics and action are sj

ing, and the levels g
sivelymore challenging. We'll

bet you've never had such fun

wearing a suit.

d
SOUND/MUSIC 65

CONTROLS/GAME PLAY 63

DEPTH & CHALLENGE

This driving game has all the

speed and time-pressured thrills

of Road Rash, only now you're in

a souped-up car trying to beat

each different course in the allot-

ted time. You can't crash, but go

too slow and you won't make it

to the checkpoint in time. Eight

serpentine courses in all, with

four to nine checkpoints per

course, and 12 different Lotus cars

to choose from. Options include

password, gear selection (automat-

ic or manual), and one or two

player mode with split screen. The

scaling and speed are phenome-

nal; the challenge level is tough.

The sound effects overall do not

match the great graphics, though

there is one nice effect: pressing the

"C button will induce a TEEEEEE

HAAf from your driver.

By Electronic Arts

Category: Driving

Players: Single, 2P (Comp)
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Indiana Jones and

the Last Crusade

A variety of scenes and stunning

graphics make this a visually

attractive game. Gamers will

appreciate the crisp detail and

ever-changing scenery Follow

Indy through six different

Bart vs. the

Space Mutants

It seems Bart, with his secret X-

ray specs, is the only one who

can see a gang of space mutants

trying to take over the world.

Since the grups (grown-ups) as

usual don't have a clue, its up to

Bart to prevent the mutants from

gathering the key ingredients

they need to complete their

regions, including an under-

ground mine, a moving train, an

underground fortress, and a jun-

gle scene.

Playing the game is another

matter, however. We found

Indy's moves to be sluggish and

imprecise, resulting in a low

score for Play Controls and

Gameplay. We also found the

Sound and Music to be a little

above average. Surprisingly, the

music does not include the

familiar Indiana Jones theme.

Category: Action_
Players: Single

nefarious Doomsday machine.

The game features four levels

with two sequences per level,

increasing in puzzle complexity

from a fun first level to a mind-

bending fourth. Bart on Game

Gear looks just like Bart on TV
and with hilarious artwork, great

sound effects, and hot anti-

mutant moves.

Gome Gear

Predator 2

And you thought only math

teachers could sneak up out of

nowhere? Think again petty

Earthling! Our favorite semi-

invisible human-hunter is back

in town, and he's ready to clean

Super Space

Invaders

Space Invaders, the venerable

classic, is now available to go.

like the original, your goal in

Super Space Invaders is to stop

the bizarre hordes of aliens from

landing on your home planet.

But this time you have a variety

of special weapons to help clean

out the skies, as well as a variety

. I»k,

house. You'n: the hard-boiled

detective out to stop the slaugh-

ter in this one player game. And

you'll need all four types of

weapons available (rifle, scatter

gun, sawed-off shotgun, and

of clever aliens rushing down in

devious and shifting styles. Plus

there's generally a big boss at the

grenades), plus a hefty supply of end of each level, making your

task all the more challenging.

Options include three difficulty

levels, and single or two player-

cooperative play We thought it a

nerve, to explore seven different

levels—including the streets of

LA, rooftops, and even a subway

system.

Your objective is to clear out

the scenes— rescuing prisoners

before the Predator gets to them

—

and eventually confront and con-

quer the Predator himself.

By Arena

worthy successor to the original

game, and rated it high on Over-

all Fun.

Category: Shooting

Players: Single, 2 Player (Coop)

SOUND/MUSK

CONTROLS/GAME PLAY 45 CONTROLS/GAME PLAY 67
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Genesis Game
Cartridges
1402 Abtams Battle Tank

1 005 Alex Kidd: Enchanted Castle

1121 AlienStorm

1039 Alisia Dragoon

1100 Altered Beast

1203 Arnold Palmer Coif

1703 Art Alive

1401 688 Attack Sub

1124 Bonanza Brothers

1204 Buster Douglas Bonng

California Games

Cyberball

Dauid Robinson's Supreme

Court Basketball

5335

54.95

39.95

3250

3250

Devilish by Sage's Creation

Dick Tracy

E-Swat

Fatal Labyrinth

Forgotten Worlds

Galaxy Force II

Ghostbusters

Ghouls n Ghosts

Golden Axe

Golden Axe II

HercogZwei

Jewel Master

Joe Montana Football

Joe Montana II Football

Kid Chameleon

Last Battle

Mario Lemieux Hockey

Michael Jackson's Moonwatker

Mickey Mouse: Castle of Illusion

Midnight Resistance

MLBPA Sports Talk Baseball

Mystic Defender

Pat Riley Basketball

Phantasy Stat II

Phantasy Star 111

Quackshot With Donald Duck

Revenge Of Shinobi

Shadow Dancer

Shining in the Darkness

Sonic the Hedgehog

Space Harrier II

Spiderman

Strider

Super Monaco CP

I

Super Volleyball

Sword of Vermilion

Taz-Mania

Thunder Force II

Toe Jam & Earl

Toki Going Ape Spit

Tommy Lasorda Baseball

Truxton

Twin Cobra

Wonder Boy in Monster World

World Championship Soccer

2350

5335

5125

53.25

2350

63.25

59.95

3250

3250

3250

5825

4325

2350

3250

5825

5125

7650

3Z50
3250

5B25

54.95

45.00

58.25

3250

3250
45.00

4650

59.95

3250

3350

Game Gear Game
Cartridges

Clutch Hitter

Columns

Crystal Wam'ors

Devilish by Sage's Creation

Donald Duck

Dragon Crystal

Fantasy Zone

C-Loc

HalleyWars

fee Montana Football

Leader Board Goff

Mickey Mouse: Castle of Illusion

Minja Gaiden

Psychic World

Putt S Putter

Revenge of Drancon

Shinobi

Slider

Solitaire Poker

Sonic the Hedgehog

Space Harrier

Super Monaco GP
SupergoH by Sage's Creation

Woody Pop

27.50

S3250

3695

3650

40.95

3155

2750

4095

3655

3135

Replacement Parts,
Peripherals, and
Accessories

Genesis
Genesis AC Adapter '

Auto RF 5witch Box & Cable

Video Cable

Genesis Control Pad

Arcade Power 5tick

Genistick Joystick

253-6320 Blank Cartridge Covers

672-0179 PhantasyStar II Hint Manual

Game Gear
2101 TVTuner

2102 Gear-to-Gear Cable

2103 AC Adapter

21 05 Rechargeable Battery Pack

(With AC Adapter)

2115 Car Cigarette Lighter Adapter

2116 Wide Gear

2117 Master Gear Converter

253-6336 Cartridge Cases

253-6366/

6369 Battery Covers Set (Both Left K Right)

This Month's
Hot Products

Genesis
,'S '"^Cartridge

1657
Waning System
Mega Fire control Pad
D &DHintBoofc

^me Gear

2140 S**K**Wii"w Cleaning Gear

' Other
Sonic Players Cu«fe

48.25

10.85

10.85

25.85

12.95

43.00

M.00

Important! Send all orders ra:

I Sega of America
fl™ Parts Order Dept.
J375AR0ENKOAD

I Hayward, CA 94545
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4-0N-4 SURVIVOR SERIES MAYHEM

V T ^ Charge down to ringside!!! Never before have the WIM™ Superstars'"

looked so real! They're bigger, mightier and tougher than ever before!

Whether it's One-on-One, Tag Team, Grueling 4-on-4 Survivor Series or the Ultimate Tournament

Match, you're in command of special moves that give you the power to rock the ring! 1

1

You've got the skill and the bone-crushing moves.. .but do you have the GUTS to become the next



FOURNEW COURSES

FOR YOUR GENESIS

lerdehborbd golf

Tee it up on some of the world's most famous golf courses. Florida's Doral Country

Club, a course so tough it has pros think about getting into a new line of work.

Cypress Creek, the longest in Texas, this baby challenges even the biggest hitters.

Saint Andrews in Scotland, the true granddaddy of them all. And, if that's not
^

enough, there's the custom designed Gauntlet Links, maybe the toughest of the

four. So if you're ready for the excitement of world class action. ..This bub's for you!

Available for Sega™ Genesis™
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